ABSTRACT
WHITE, CHARLES EDWARD CAUTHEN. Manufacturing and Structural Characterization
of Flexible and Dual-Matrix Deployable Composites for Space Application. (Under the
direction of Dr. Mark Pankow).
The field of high strain composite (HSC) structures undergoing large deformations
have interest with regard to deployable space structures; such as truss members, solar arrays
and antenna reflectors. In an area dominated by metallic structures and mechanical hinges,
composite alternatives have the ability to lower cost and complexity of systems through
decreased weight and reduced number of moving components. Formal composite design and
laminate theory focus on relatively thick stiff structures incapable of handling high strain
levels. Self-deployable structures exploit a different design approach. The internally stored
strain energy developed when rolling or folding a structure is released as the structures open,
helping to aid in low energy deployment. This research seeks to manufacture and characterize
thin highly elastic laminates as they are incorporated into deployable structures. Manufacturing
of a HSC CubeSat boom was developed to allow the fabrication of a 12 foot long, closed cross
section boom to be cured in a single cure cycle. Secondary elastic matrix systems are also
investigated to create a dual-matrix laminate where the secondary matrix can respond as a
spring-hinge. Origami folding architectures which have inspired recent solutions for complex
deployment and packaging are then used to demonstrate more complex manufacturing and
application of the spring-hinge with intent to prove composites for next generation space
deployables. Just as standard composite design fails to predict structural responses of thin and
hyper elastic matrix laminates, standard test methods do not accurately characterize their
mechanical properties. A modified platen test method was investigated to determine the large
deformation bending stiffness of thin HSC laminates. The epoxy infused coupons behaved
very constantly while and the silicone infused coupons exhibited more variation in
measurement. The flattening stiffness of the HSC CubeSat boom was also tested before
beginning to draw a correlation between physical test methods and finite element analysis
(FEA) predictions.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction
1.1 – Background
Space structures are volumetrically limited by the cargo capacity of their launch vehicle.
Satellites, antenna, and solar arrays which deploy to many times larger than their launch
vehicle require complex packaging or secondary assembly once in orbit. Historically this has
been solved by mechanical hinges or modular designs. For efficiency, it is advantageous to
launch in the smallest packaging volume relative to the deployed size. Engineering research
into structural packaging efficiencies and deployment methods has become crucial to send
larger structures into and beyond orbit without relying on larger and larger launch vehicles.
The focus of this study will investigate fiber reinforced composite structures capable of large
deformation and strain, thus enabling structures to change shape, supporting next generation
space deployables.
Mechanical hinges are a costly method due to the increased number of high precision
moving parts and their associated mass. The hinge mass also contributes a dynamic challenge
as it is often swung outward from the center of mass. Alternative deployment methods have
been developed which utilize metallic tape springs, similar to a carpenter’s measuring tape, to
elastically actuate simple hinges. Although mechanical performance and analytical predictions
of these metallic hinges are well understood there are two major drawbacks. First, they are
relatively heavy when comparing strength to weight ratios with FRP composites. Second, they
are thermally expansive and exhibit high deformations when exposed to a thermal gradient [1].
High strain composites (HSC) use a different design approach than Classical Laminate
Theory (CLT) suggests and these thin structures have been proposed as a light weight and
thermally stable solution to replace metallic hinges. Highly flexible and ultra-thin fiber
reinforced substrates allow folding and storage of structures while proving the ability to assist
low energy deployment through exploiting elastically stored strain energy. Several researchers
have begun to show the possibilities of implementing such structures. However, high strain
composite materials have yet to be flown on a mission and extensive material characterization
is still needed before that will happen.
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Static loading and folding of thin composite tape springs to measure the bending
stiffness of a hinge has been modeled using FEA software and verified through testing physical
prototypes [2]. Further investigations have constrained two oppositely opposing tape springs
in parallel to act similar to a closed form cross section; creating a hinge with increased stiffness
and torsional rigidity [1]. Other variations have also shown increased stiffness with good
repeatability in accurate deployments. Cutting two oval sections from a closed form tube
allows flattening and folding of the slotted region with the remaining material acting as two
parallel tape springs, Figure 1 [3]. Repeated deployment of this continuous fiber structure
showed little to no hysteresis in shape or stiffness [4].

F IGURE 1. F OLDING OF C LOSED FORM COMPOSITE TAPE SPRING H INGE [3]

Another use of HSC shells was made through the development of a hinge used for a
prototype design of a large aperture space telescope with combined optical barrel assembly
(OBA) and secondary mirror support system (SMSS). This combination of what is usually two
separate structures provides optical and thermal protection to the primary mirror as well as an
enclosed support of the secondary mirror to shield micro-debris. Folding panel sections
connected to custom springs made from stacks of curved composite shells enabled this dual
structural design, Figure 2. The spring hinges must be manually flattened but behave as a rigid
members when deployed, providing increased bending and axial stiffness for the shroud [5].
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F IGURE 2. SPRING HINGE MADE FROM CURVED C OMPOSITE SHELLS [5]

Another HSC concept developed by German aerospace company DLR was their design
for a deployable boom which could tension a set of solar sails, Figure 3. These booms used
ultra-thin laminates to form a closed cross section capable of providing adequate bending and
torsional stiffness in the deployed state, could also be pressed flat and then rolled around a
central hub for storage and launch [6]. Strain levels of the outer surface are developed both
when flattening and rolling but are kept within a tolerable range due to the ultra-thin, 0.1mm,
shell thickness. The maximum curvature or minimum radius that can be achieved by HSC
lamina is determined by the tensile strain limit of the material seen on the exterior curved face.

F IGURE 3. OMEGA SHAPED BOOM BY DLR [6]

An alteration to the HSC concept using thin laminates is the infusion of a low modulus, high
straining matrix material such as an elastomer or silicone rubber. These flexible matrices allow
extreme laminate bending without damaging the fibers. First concepts of this application were
seen in impact resistant fiber composite research where semi-rigid elastomer matrices allowed
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impulse deformations to occur without overstressing or cracking the matrix, which in part
preserved the fiber integrity [7]. Further application was seen in the skin design of a morphing
wing where large deformations and relatively small curvatures were attained through use of a
carbon fiber laminate infused with a semi rigid polyurethane matrix [8]. The fiber reinforced
wing skins were allowed to conform to these large bending deformations without failure
because the matrix remained in its elastic region and transferred little stress to the fibers.
Applications in the space industry have also investigated high straining, low modulus
matrix materials through carbon fiber reinforced silicone (CFRS) laminates but have yet to fly
on any mission. In the design of a large deployable reflector (LDR) receiving dish for
communication satellites a novel silicone infused flexible carbon fiber lamina was
investigated, Figure 4 [9]. The shell membrane reflecting surface of this satellite needed to
exhibit, under certain tensile loading conditions, adequate bending stiffness to hold a double
curved geometry but remain pliable enough to fold like an umbrella. This behavior was
successfully achieved with high dimensional stability through use of a flexible CFRS
membrane.

F IGURE 4. CARBON F IBER REINFORCED S ILICONE (CFRS) REFLECTING SURFACE [8]

Others have looked not only at applications of CFRS but into the mechanics of such
structures to understand and predict their performance. This type of research is necessary
before any mission would be able to implement such technology. It has been observed when
bending CFRS to small curvatures that the compression side of a laminate is free to exhibit
micro-buckles which act as stress relieving mechanisms [10]. Predictions of buckled fiber
amplitudes and wavelength have been investigated along with the hysteresis effects of bending
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stiffness due to cyclic loading [11]. Additional research has predicted the extent of fiber
failures associated with large deformations [12]. As seen in many of these investigations,
characterization of hyper elastic matrices differ from standard CLT just as ultra-thin HSC
lamina also differ from theory.
Dual-matrix composites are then another derivation from HSC and hyper elastic
composite work. By applying two distinctly different stiffness matrices, one of which is hyper
elastic, into a single laminate it is possible to create regions which can be bent or folded to very
small radius of curvature. In applying the hyper elastic matrix to precise areas within the
laminate it is possible to create detailed architectures of spring hinges, Figure 5. These regions
were created within a continuous fiber structure by locally infusing silicone into a larger and
stiffer laminate to create an antenna concept for CubeSat satellites [13]. Narrow regions
extending the length and spaced radially about the cone shaped receiver were infused with a
UV cured silicone rubber. The silicone regions allowed the receiver to be folded, flattened and
stored for launch.

F IGURE 5. F OLDING SEQUENCE OF DUAL -MATRIX CUBE SAT ANTENNA [13]
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A subset of engineering which has emerged in recent years and which dual-matrix
laminates have application is in the utilization of origami fold techniques. Origami principals
are inspiring efficient packaging and helping to create semi rigid structures that are magnitudes
stiffer than their construction material. The art of origami uses thin paper which remains pliable
when doubled or tripled in thickness. As thickness increases it becomes necessary to account
for the expanded volume associated with each fold region. The hinge and rigid regions of thick
origami then need to be adjusted for the expanding fold volume. This folding problem was
investigated through mathematical development of a ‘flasher-model’ solar array [14]. One
design consideration for supporting solar cell collectors, was the need for the non-folding
regions to remain rigid or semi rigid. This is to prevent the cells attached to non-folding regions
from breaking or cracking during deployment. This additional consideration is known as rigid
foldable origami. A 1/20th scale model of this array was constructed using demonstrative
materials, Figure 6. Material selection for flight hardware is one of the next steps in
implementing this technology and also an area that flexible and dual-matrix composites could
support.

F IGURE 6. M ODIFIED ORIGAMI FLASHER M ODEL S OLAR ARRAY CONCEPT [14]
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It has been shown that many applications using HSC and hyper elastic matrices provide
opportunity for deployment without the need of mechanical hinges or moving parts. Dualmatrix composites have also shown alternative methods for packaging of complex structures
using origami fold techniques. To implement these low mass, high stiffness and dimensionally
stable materials into next generation space structures continued research into manufacturing
and material characterization is required before wide scale implementations can be made.

1.2 – Research Objectives
Understanding of thin HSC will be made through fabrication and testing of a deployable boom
for CubeSat missions. Novel infusion methods for dual-matrix laminates will also be expanded
as non-proprietary and out of autoclave methods are developed for accurately infusing a
complex dual-matrix architecture within a larger laminate. Dual-matrix structures will then be
combined with origami folding patterns to create deployable structures. Macro-mechanical
characterization of flexible and dual-matrix laminates will be experimentally tested through a
modified platen test to measure the bending stiffness of small coupon specimens as they are
conformed to a small radius of curvature. The flattening stiffness of the HSC CubeSat boom
will be tested and along with the bending test data, correlation will be started using finite
element analysis (FEA) modeling through available ABAQUS software.

1.3 – Research Questions
How can a HSC laminate be used in deployable booms for small satellite application? How
can the HSC boom fabrication be extended to fabricate full scale length booms? How can a
localized dual-matrix architecture be infused within a larger laminate to support origami fold
inspired packaging? How can the response of a HSC and dual-matrix spring hinge subject to
extreme bending be characterized? How does FEA modeling of a HSC and dual-matrix spring
hinge correlate with physical test data?
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1.4 – Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 provided background to HSC and hyper elastic laminates and gave purpose for the
current research. In Chapter 2 a deployable boom which was developed for CubeSat
applications will be introduced to serve as a baseline HSC structure. Development of iterative
fabrication methods to create a 12 foot whole boom in a single cure-cycle will be described.
Chapter 3 will investigate alternative dual matrix infusion methods to understand limits of
manufacturing and will apply them to origami folding techniques which allow for efficient
storage of large structures. Chapter 4 will investigate an experimental test method to
characterize extreme deformation bending as coupons are subject to conform to small bending
radius. Detailed mechanical responses will be obtained through the use of digital image
correlation (DIC) software, as it is the only reliable way to capture large deformations. Chapter
5 will correlate material testing with FEA modeling of HSC laminates using ABAQUS.
Chapter 6 concludes this study and gives direction for further research.
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Chapter 2 – HSC CubeSat Boom
Manufacturing of a high strain composite deployable boom scaled for CubeSat incorporation
is developed here to flatten and roll about a cylindrical storage hub. Initial fabrication used two
separate cure cycles to bond independently cured halves into a closed cross section. Further
development allowed cure of a whole boom in a single cure through use of a manufacturing
plug. Finally using ultra-thin spread tow pre-preg fabrics a 12 foot long boom was fabricated
in a single cure.

2.1 – HSC Familiarity
The design of a deployable carbon fiber boom for non-gossamer applications was developed,
fabricated and tested for CubeSat scale satellites. This work was prompted by a deployable
boom design from DLR [6] intended to be used as the tensioning structure for a solar sail,
Figure 3. Each half of the boom was manufactured independently, in the deployed state, and
then bonded together in a second cure cycle to form the closed cross section. This open cross
section is the state of lowest energy and causes the stored boom to unroll and open, aiding in
deployment. Their design measured almost 46 feet in length, was 5.9 inches wide and had a
deployed cross section height of 4.33 inches. Each half was 0.0039 inches thick, resulting in a
flattened height of 0.00787 inches while the width extended to 8.2 inches [15, 6]. Complete
scaling of this boom was however not possible due to the limits of shell thickness. For a
CubeSat scale mission where the flattened width is 1.57 inches the double laminate thickness
would scale to 0.0015 inches, which is 2 to 3 times the thickness of an individual graphite fiber.
Due to this unrealistic scaling, the laminate thickness would be fabricated as thin as possible
from available materials while the width and height were scaled according to ideal dimensions
[16].
The ability to manufacture thin laminates that remain in an elastic range when
conformed to small radius of curvature is necessary to successfully exploit HSC structures. If
the inner or outer face strains reach a critical value for either the fiber or matrix the laminate
will fail. The design examined here must be able to fully flatten transversely and then roll
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longitudinally around a 2 inch cylindrical hub, similar to what would be seen during storage
of actual flight hardware.

2.2 – Boom Fabrication
Similar to the design by DLR, initial fabrication methods required the two halves to be
cured independently and then bonded together in a second cure cycle. Positive and negative
molds were CNC (computer numerical control) machined from aluminum to be used in
conjunction as a compression mold for pre-preg fibers or individually in vacuum bagging a
wet lay-up. A total of three sets of 12” long molds were fabricated; attaching them to a base
plate and aligning them in series created a 36” long mold which could be used to fabricate
longer booms, Figure 7.

F IGURE 7. HALF B OOM A LUMINUM MOLDS

Initial fabrication sought to manufacture half booms only, Figure 8. These halves were
flattened and rolled prior to bonding a whole boom to ensure adequate performance of the
selected laminate. The tab area of the booms was also fabricated with excess length and then
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cut to size after curing to provide a clean edge. A straight edge used to trim the tabs to size was
machined with a lip that fit over the edge of the molds to ensure an exact tab width, Figure 9.

F IGURE 8. HALF B OOM VACUUM BAG FABRICATION

F IGURE 9. TAB TRIMMING USING MACHINED STRAIGHT E DGE WITH L IP
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First inquiry was to use a pre-preg fabric, these are desirable in aerospace design as
they maintain a predictable and consistently high fiber volume fraction. A pre-preg 3K fabric
advertised to be 0.012 inch thick was donated from ACP Composites. The 3K indication
represents three-thousand filaments in the individual tows, this size of fabric is the most widely
available and least expensive but is not the absolute thinnest. The high fiber volume fraction
also leads to a stiffer laminate and after curing a ±45o fiber orientated boom, failure was seen
along the individual weave lines due to the stiffness and relatively large thickness to bending
ratio, Figure 10.

F IGURE 10. CRACKED PRE -PREG BOOM

Other thinner pre-preg fabrics were not readily available to be sourced or donated as they are
manufactured on a specific need basis. Therefore, the next step would be to use a wet lay-up
technique with a single positive mold and vacuum bag to fabricate half booms at room
temperature. Wet lay-up is not ideal in achieving a precise fiber volume ratio but it was
determined that after an effective laminate fabrication method is determined the selected fabric
could be pre-pregged by an external company or through application of a resin film. Several
fabrics of different thickness were sourced or donated, Table 1.
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T ABLE 1. THICKNESS OF DIFFERENTLY SOURCED C ARBON FIBERS

Company
ACP – AX-5201S
VectorPly C-BX 0300
VectorPly C-BX 0450
Textile Products
SAATI – CC201
ACP – 2.9oz

Fiber
3K Plain Weave Pre-Preg
Uni+/-45o Stitched
Uni +/-45o Stitched
3K Plain Weave Dry
3K Plain Weave Dry
1K Plain Weave Dry

Thickness
0.012”
0.008”
0.01”
0.012”
0.012”
0.008”

The first fabric to use a wet ley-up technique was a 3K plain weave from Textile
Products. Examination of a cured half boom showed that flattening could occur without failure
when manufactured in a ±45o fiber orientation. However, the large stiffness and compound
curvature of flattening and rolling about a 2inch diameter hub caused fractures to develop along
the individual weave lines, as seen in the pre-preg boom. An inherent feature of woven fabrics
is the out of plain movement and crimping of individual tows as they cross over each other,
Figure 11. Stress concentrations of this crimping can lead to failure along the weave lines in
such HSC laminates as these and a thinner ply was determined necessary.

F IGURE 11. 3K VERSE 1K WOVEN FIBER CRIMPING DUE TO INDIVIDUAL TOW THICKNESS

A plain weave 1K fabric measuring two-thirds the thickness of the 3K was purchased
to further examine the design feasibility of a scaled boom. The decrease in thickness translated
to lower face strains and the smaller tow size meant less pronounced fiber crimping from the
tow weave. Half boom samples were again fabricated at ±45o fiber orientations and were
successfully flattened and rolled about a 2 inch diameter hub without failure. This single ply
laminate was the first successful candidate for fabricating a closed cross section whole boom.
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Alternate fabrics were also simultaneously sourced through donations from VectorPly.
The double bias C-BX 0300 and 0450 laminates come manufactured in ±45o stitched fiber
orientation. Stitched or knit fabrics, also referred to as a double bias, stack separate layers of
unidirectional fibers at different orientations before stitching them together. The 45o
orientation used here effectively created a two layer +45o/-45o unidirectional laminate. By
stitching the layers instead of weaving them fiber crimping is avoided and a thinner laminate
with a higher fiber volume fraction can be achieved. While the un-crimped laminate is
desirable, when using only a single layer for each half boom, thermal coupling due to
asymmetric fiber orientations become a concern. This was seen when introducing a half boom
to a thermal gradient of as little as 20oF, causing them to twist about their longitudinal axis,
Figure 12.

F IGURE 12. TWISTED HALF BOOM DUE TO T HERMAL DEFORMATION OF A S TITCHED FABRIC

Post curing the booms in the compression mold at an elevated temperature and allowing them
to cool over several hours also proved unsuccessful as the booms would warp when removed
from the compression. Although half boom twisting was a problem, neither of the stitched
fabrics fractured when flattened and therefore both weights of fiber were desirable options for
whole boom fabrication. If axial twisting could be canceled out with an oppositely
complementary boom it would be possible to manufacture a whole boom with good geometry.
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The two oppositely opposing fiber orientation half booms were therefore bonded together
before introducing a thermal gradient, Figure 13.

F IGURE 13. OPPOSITELY COMPLEMENTARY VECTOR PLY B ONDED W HOLE B OOM

To form a closed cross section the tabs of two half booms were bonded together using
the same resin system used for infusion. Careful application of resin was lightly applied to the
tab region of the first half boom before placing the half into a negative mold. A light application
of resin was then applied to the tabs of the second half boom and this half was aligned and
placed on top of the first. To ensure alignment of the cross section a second negative mold was
placed on top of the matched halves and the edges of the two molds aligned with clamps. The
second mold also provided pressure to the bond. After the bond region was cured the tabs were
trimmed to the appropriate width using the straight edge template.
The 1K whole boom was able to fully flatten and roll about the 2 inch hub without
failure, Figure 14. The asymmetric whole booms were also able to fully flatten and exhibited
no deformation when applied to a thermal gradient.
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F IGURE 14. F LATTENED AND R OLLED WHOLE 1K BOOM

It is assumed however that internal stresses did inherently develop from the displacement
constraint. The stiffer VectorPly 0450 asymmetric boom performed poorly when subject to the
compound curvature of the cylindrical hub. In areas where the tab bond was weak the two
halves would pop apart, unzipping the bond, Figure 15. This popping and unzipping could also
be instigated with minimal effort in the other two booms by prying the halves apart with a razor
blade. Repeated flattening and rolling of these booms showed decent damage tolerance to the
fibers but exposed the bonded tabs to be an area of weakness.

F IGURE 15. TAB DE -BONDING OF WHOLE B OOM

The overall performance of this fabrication method was dependent on the strength of
the bonded tabs and a second fabrication method was developed to enable bonding during a
single cure cycle. A silicone plug matching the inside geometry of the whole boom would be
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used to manufacture the closed cross section. The plug was made by pouring a two-part silicone
rubber into the cavity made between two negative molds, Figure 16. The length of this plug
was limited to the length of negative molds which were 12 inches.

F IGURE 16. S ILICONE M OLD F ORMING FOR W HOLE B OOM FABRICATION

The plug was then used to lay-up both sides of the boom simultaneously while the entire
laminate was vacuum bagged, Figure 17.

F IGURE 17. S INGLE CURE WHOLE BOOM FABRICATION

Easy removal of the plug was possible to due to the smooth, non-stick surface of the silicone
and by pulling one exposed end of the plug it would slide out, Figure 18.
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F IGURE 18. S ILICONE P LUG REMOVAL

At NASA Langley Research Center in Hampton, VA the plug method manufacturing
was improved upon by using a spread-tow woven carbon measuring 0.004 inches thick and
infused with an out-gassed approved resin film. Six molds designed to connect linearly, as the
smaller aluminum molds had, were CNC machined at 4 foot lengths from a high density foam.
The molds were then coated in a Teflon sticker to provide a tooling surface and a silicone plug
was poured. Cured under vacuum at elevated temperature for several hours in an oven, 4 foot
long booms were manufactured to test the process and performance of the new material, Figure
19. After curing, the tabs were cut to their appropriate width using a precision straight edge.

F IGURE 19. S ILICONE P LUG M ETHOD USING 4FT L ONG TEFLON COVERED HIGH DENSITY FOAM MOLD
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The molds were aligned using two rods which fit into channels that had been cut on the
underside of the mold. Two sets of three molds were aligned and coated with a Teflon sticker
to provide a continuous 12 foot tooling surface and a 12 foot silicone plug was poured. The
same vacuum bagging and lay-up as the 4 foot boom was repeated here and a 12 foot section
cured in an autoclave was successfully manufactured in a single cure cycle, Figure 20.

F IGURE 20. 12 F OOT BOOM SUPPORTING ITS OWN WEIGHT

After several cure cycles the molds began to warp and periodically the Teflon sticker
coating would need to be replaced. The design of 6 molds would allow for a 24 foot boom to
manufacture if available autoclave or oven could be sourced. The tooling life of these molds
could also be extended if fabricated from a metal or higher quality foam.

2.3 – Conclusion
Fabrication of a deployable CubeSat boom has been shown possible through two
manufacturing methods. A ±45o fiber orientation relative to the axial direction was chosen to
minimize the stress and flattening stiffness. 3K fibers were determined too stiff for the small
radius of curvature deformation so a thinner and more compliant 1K plain weave fabric was
sourced. The overall performance and damage tolerance of the two-step cure cycle was highly
dependent on the strength of the secondary tab bonding. The second method showed an
improvement in tab bonding strength and achieved a closed form cross section in a single cure
cycle. This method was finally shown to work with ultra-thin pre-preg fabrics up to 12 feet in
length. The limiting factor being mold size and available oven if using a high temperature cure.
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Chapter 3 – Dual-Matrix Fabrication
The manufacturing of a dual-matrix laminate is developed here to enable spring like hinge
folding at regions locally infused with a hyper elastic silicone rubber. Incorporated hinges are
then applied in a more complex architecture and using origami folding techniques allow large
laminates to be efficiently packaged and stored for launch.

3.1 – A note on matrix
With any payload launched into space, hardware and materials must be outgassed approved so
not to contaminate other possibly sensitive payloads from particulates which may form in a
vacuum. This leads to the first step in developing dual-matrix and flexible composites for space
application, outgas approved materials. Additionally, it is necessary to choose a system able to
be accurately manufactured into the desired architecture. However, for this study only the
second consideration will be observed and non-outgas approved materials will be examined
for their manufacturability and structural performance. Once a suitable hyper elastic matrix
and manufacturing method is determined a similar outgas approved system could be
implemented.
The polyurethane elastomer RP6442 matrix by Huntsman used in the development of
an impact resistant laminate had a modulus of elasticity given around 1000 PSI [17]. An
elastomeric resin developed by L’Garde had a tensile modulus measured between 700 to 1000
PSI [18]. This same silicone rubber matrix was later tested and the elastic modulus was given
as 435 PSI [19]. L’Garde later produced this silicone rubber for testing and the initial elastic
modulus was given as 145 PSI [12]. The CF19-2615 silicone by Nusil was used in the folding
of composite laminates and gave an elasticity of 116 PSI and a strain at failure equal to 100%
[11]. Lastly, the LOCTITE 5055 UV curing silicone used to create hinges for the wideband
CubeSat antenna had a modulus of 290 PSI [13].
It is seen that hyperelastic and flexible matrix systems have been characterized with
low modulus, generally ranging from around 150 to 1000 PSI. The matrix systems used here
for manufacturing and characterization testing will be of similar accord. Additionally,
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elongation before break values will be as high as possible. Primary matrix systems should be
similar to matrices used in high stiffness structural applications where Young's modulus is in
the 0.4 to 0.6 MSI range [20]. Using this ratio of low to high modulus in bordering matrix
systems will enable the hinge or spring response within a continuous fiber laminate.

3.2 – Current dual-matrix methods:
To create a spring hinge or implement origami fold techniques it is necessary to create a
boundary region between the two different matrix systems. Various infusion methods of the
primary stiff matrix are well known; techniques such as using a resin film to produce pre-preg,
VARTM and vacuum wet lay-ups, and open mold wet lay-ups. Infusion of the secondary
flexible low modulus matrix is less understood, even when infusing it as the sole matrix. The
few techniques which have been investigated in recent research will be looked at to provide a
starting point of reference. This section will then look into various ways to consistently infuse
a detailed silicone rubber architecture into plain weave carbon fabrics. Figure 21 provides a
diagram of a dual-matrix hinge.

F IGURE 21. F LEXIBLE DUAL -M ATRIX DIAGRAM [20]

Single matrix infusion of a silicone rubber into flat unidirectional carbon fibers has
been successfully and repeatably done through use of an autoclave [21]. The two part silicone
by NuSil was characterized with a low viscosity to assist flow into the fibers. The laminates
were vacuum bagged and cured in an autoclave which drove the matrix volume fraction to a
minimum, resulting in precise, high quality specimens. In other work CFRS laminates
manufactured by L’garde were tested and although proprietary fabrication techniques were not
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discussed, it was stated that localized regions of silicone were able to be infused within a
greater structure, creating elastic fold lines [19]. Figure 22 shows an image series of a laminate
undergoing the Miura-Ori fold pattern showing this ability but no further information was
provided regarding fabrication technique, only that it was possible.

F IGURE 22. MIURA FOLD OF DUAL MATRIX LAMINATE [18]

Hinged dual-matrix laminates were fabricated using a silicone rubber from Shin-Etsu
Chemical Co., while material properties were not specified it could be assumed that elastic
modulus and general viscosity is similar to others which have been used. In fabricating this
partially flexible composite each ply was individually painted where the fold line should be,
then stacked and another ply was painted on top of the previous ply until sufficient laminate
thickness was achieved. The silicone had adequate viscosity to remain mostly contained only
within the applied areas. Once all plies were infused with silicone and stacked, an epoxy matrix
was infused into the remaining area and the dual-matrix laminate was cured in a single cycle
at room temperature for 24 hours. With the addition of epoxy the boundaries bled together to
create an indistinguishable transition region which was observed in micrograph images. The
single cure cycle resulted in 10mm wide flexible regions sandwiched within the larger rigid
laminate, characterized by tight but overlapping boundary between the two systems [21].
Hinged sections of a deployable antenna were created by infusing narrow bands of a
highly flexible silicone rubber into Astroquartz plain weave fiberglass, glass being chosen for
its non-conductive and optically transparent nature [13]. Loctite 5055 UV cured silicone rubber
was selected as the secondary matrix due to its uncured viscosity which allows proper infusion
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into the fibers before the short curing time. As carbon is not optically transparent and light is
unable to penetrate the fibers, UV cured systems would not work in applications with carbon
unless each side of each lamina were individually cured. Detailed fabrication techniques were
described in this work with a few notable observations. The epoxy matrix is first applied to the
fabric through a resin film, creating a pre-preg lamina. The hinge regions for silicone infusion
were masked off before this process by a kapton sheet laser cut stencil to inhibit unwanted
transfer of epoxy film to the hinge regions. Liquid silicone was applied using a polyurethane
swab after all layers were stencil infused with epoxy and stacked together. The silicone was
allowed to cure on a flat surface for one minute using a UV light before wrapping the laminate
around a conical mold for the epoxy to be cured at elevated temperature. The flat cured silicone
regions then reacted as springs to hold open the finished antenna in its conical shape.
In the two methods seen here a single dual-cure cycle and a two-step individual cycle
were used. Both methods applied the different systems one after the other. Detailed application
of one system being required before the second application, order of application varying
depending on method. The distinction coming from use of a resin film or wet lay-up and the
type of cure cycle required for the secondary matrix. With pre-preg film the stiff matrix was
infused first and then the elastic regions between the boundaries of primary resin were filled
in. Wet lay-up techniques first applied the secondary silicone matrix followed by infusion of
the stiffer matrix.
Intrigue into simple and cost efficient methods for achieving a detailed elastic
architecture were next investigated. Pre-preg film could not easily be sourced so two-part
silicone rubbers were obtained for the development of a reliable fabrication method. The
method developed would be used to fabricate coupon samples for characterization tests and
also to fabricate complex architectures which demonstrate origami folding possibilities.
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3.3 – Wet Lay-up Development
First experimentation in creating a detailed architecture was to determine how the flow of wet
lay-up infusion could be inhibited in single ply lamina by bounding straight regions of a 3K
carbon plain weave fabric with different tapes or adhesives such that a channel was created
where the first matrix system could be applied and allowed to cure. An important characteristic
of this material is its ability to be removed after initial cure without warping the fiber weave.
Seen in Figure 23, four parallel sections were occluded using a ‘Con-Tact’ clear adhesive,
masking tape, electrical tape and painters tape. Two identical plies of this nature were prepared
to test two different viscosities of matrix. A secondary-flexible silicone from ‘Smooth-On’
with a viscosity of 12500 cps would be used and a stiff epoxy resin from FibreGlast with a
viscosity of 925 cps. Properties for all matrix systems used can be found in Table 2 below.
T ABLE 2. PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS MATRIX S YSTEMS

Matrix System
FibreGlast - 2060 Epoxy
SmoothOn - Moldstar 30
Smooth-On – SmoothSil 950

Modulus
[PSI]
418,525
96
272

Elongation
[%]
1.9
339
300

Viscosity
[cps]
925
12500
35000

Tear Strength
[pli]
88
155

The epoxy and silicone system were applied by hand, taking care to only wet out the exposed
dry fibers. Excess which was applied was kept from infusing the surface fibers and could be
seen on top of the bounding material. The silicone was allowed to cure in open air and the
epoxy was cured under vacuum.

F IGURE 23. O CCLUDED SINGLE PLY F OR BOUNDING MATERIAL TEST
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Before removing the bounding materials, the underside of each ply was visually
examined to check for excess matrix flow. The lower viscous epoxy showed minimal flow but
still resulted in the underside having a loosely defined boundary. The higher viscosity silicone
produced a clean crisp border on the underside. Next the bounding materials were removed
and the top side boundaries examined. An important consideration was to determine which
materials could be removed with ease and without warping the fiber tows. The clear Con-Tact
adhesive adhered well to the carbon and was removed with little effort or warping of the fibers.
This material comes in a wide roll so consideration should be made when cutting as a straight
edge is difficult to produce with scissors. A paper trimmer or laser-cutter could be used to
produce straight lines or complex architectures and therefore this material is of special interest.
The masking tape adhered very well to the fibers, so much that it would periodically rip during
removal and for this reason would not be used in further fabrication tests. The electrical tape
also adhered very well to the fibers but resisted ripping due to its elastic nature. This elastic
stretching was also call for concern during application as there was tendency for it to stretch
as it is removed from its roll. If applied in a stretched condition it could create a cupping effect
on the lamina as it recovered it shape. Care was also taken when removing this material so as
not to warp the fibers. Lastly, the painters tape also produced good results as it adhered well
and was removable, but overall performed more poorly than the electrical tape. Further
bounding method tests would include only the clear-contact adhesive and electrical tape.
Surface level boundaries of the epoxy produced crisper boundaries on the top side
where the bounding strips were applied but the through thickness boundary exhibited flow into
bordering tows and for this reason is inadequate for the primary boundary infusion. The higher
viscosity silicone, as already seen on the underside, produced clean boundaries, Figure 24.
However, caution needs to be taken when removing the bounding materials used in conjunction
with the higher viscosity silicone. Excess silicone which cured on top of the bounding material
should be removed before removing the bounding material by rubbing it until it sluffs off,
Figure 25.
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F IGURE 24. SUCCESSFUL S INGLE P LY SILICONE INFUSED BOUNDARY

F IGURE 25. REMOVAL OF EXCESS S ILICONE PRIOR TO B OUNDING MATERIAL REMOVAL

This produces a clean break between the silicone cured on the bounding material and the
silicone cured on and within the fibers. If left on the bounding material, it can tear the silicone
and pull off the surface layer from the fibers. Even after the bounding materials are carefully
removed the surface layer of silicone can be damaged by excessive rubbing and friction.
Now that a loose correlation of matrix viscosity to boundary cleanliness has been drawn
and two bounding materials have been found to adequately provide a simple architecture in
single ply laminates, further fabrication intrigue was investigated to include multiple ply
laminates. Also, in addition to the 12500 cps silicone an even higher 30000cps silicone would
be tested which exhibited an increase in tear strength and stiffness. The increase would help
with damage tolerance of surface plies which remains exposed.
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The goal of multi ply infusion was to use electrical tape to bound 0.8inch wide sections
of silicone within a larger laminate that would later be infused with the stiff epoxy matrix.
Two, three and four layer specimens would be infused with both the 12500cps and 30000cps
silicone. Unlike previous methods which have painted on the silicone to individual layers, this
method seeks to infuse muti-layers in a single application. To inhibit slipping of the multiple
layers, painters tape was used to bind the edges together. After securing the layers, two parallel
strips of electrical tape were applied 0.8inches apart using a ruler to ensure the tape was applied
straight. Electrical tape was also applied to under side of the three and four layer specimens,
Figure 26. This allows the fabric to be turned over and infusion from both sides if the silicone
was unable to flow through more than two layers.

F IGURE 26. MULTI -P LY BOUNDING ON T OP AND B OTTOM

Before the specimens were infused with a stiff resin it was noticed that the edges of
some samples exhibited a slight cupping due to the electric tape’s elastic recovery. Besides a
minimal distortion in shape the cupping also led to inconsistent silicone thickness near the
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edges. Therefore, further improvements would be made to this manufacturing method to ensure
a flat cure and uniform silicone thickness were acheived.
The slightly cupped samples were infused with an epoxy resin and cured under vacuum.
The final samples were folded and inspected by hand to see how well the hinge region
recovered and to check how well defined the dual-matrix boundary was. The 12500cps silicone
recovered immediately after being folded and felt very elastic across the whole width of
silicone. The higher viscosity 30000cps silicone however did not respond as well. In three and
four layer specimens brittle fractures were heard and felt when folding the hinge to 180o,
although a near complete recovery was still achieved and the hinge rebound to a near zerodegree flattened state. This brittle fracture was due to inadequate wetting of middle layer fibers
during initial silicone cure. Full infusion of silicone had not been accomplished but instead
middle layer fibers had been encased in a volume of silicone leaving internal tows dry, Figure
27. These still dry fibers were able to wick in the less viscous epoxy during secondary cure,
creating a brittle architecture of fibers which failed when subjected to an extreme radius of
curvature.

F IGURE 27. I NADEQUATE MULTI-P LY SILICONE ENCASED 3K F IBERS
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Noting that two ply specimen failure was less pronounced and that external plies of the
four ply specimen had remained intact, the 30000cps silicone was still an ideal candidate for
its higher stiffness and tear strength. Vacuum assisted cure cycles were next investigated to aid
infusion as was using a 1K fabric which has less circumferential area of each tow and would
hopefully wet out more effectively than the 3K. The vacuum pressure would also ensure the
silicone cured in a completely flat state and help to distribute the silicone in an even thickness
across the entire hinge.
Initial vacuum cure with traditional peel-ply and breather layers failed to provide an
acceptable surface finish, Figure 28. The silicone bonded very well to the peel ply such that
when it was removed the surface layer of silicone was also removed, exposing the fibers.

F IGURE 28. SURFACE FINISH OF CFRS IN OPEN A IR VS . VACUUM BAGGING WITH PEEL PLY

In order to apply pressure such that surface layer silicone would be constantly smooth and have
uniform thickness a type of intensifier would be implemented. Typical pressure intensifiers
used in composite fabrication are made from a rubber or silicone and are placed in corners of
a negative mold to add pressure where bridging of the vacuum bag could lead to a defective
part. The intensifier used in this study would be composed of a series of individual layers where
the first contact layer resists silicone bonding.
Available plastic vacuum bag material was first tested as a replacement for peel-ply
with the other vacuum bag processing layers remaining the same. Increased care was taken
with the amount of silicone applied as the vacuum bag layer would trap excess silicone. The
resulting laminate had a consistent thickness but was heavily pitted due to the compaction of
the breather layer, Figure 29. Although the resulting lamina had flat compaction of fibers and
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an even distribution of silicone the overall laminate quality due to the surface finish was not
suitable. For subsequent tests an additional layer would be added between the vacuum bag and
the breather.

F IGURE 29. P ITTED SURFACE FINISH DUE TO B REATHER LAYER C OMPACTION

A 6 ounce plain weave glass fabric was first introduced (Figure 30) but the resulting
surface finish was imprinted with a distinct weave pattern from the glass. Again the fibers had
good compaction and the distribution of silicone was desirable but the overall quality due to
the surface finish was not suitable.

F IGURE 30. SECOND A TTEMPT GLASS FIBER ASSISTED PRESSURE INTENSIFIER
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The fiberglass buffer layer was replaced with a stiffer 3K carbon plain weave buffer. This
produced an even distribution of silicone and did not transfer any weave pattern to the surface
layer of silicone. Figure 31 and 32 below show the final intensifier combination and resulting
surface finish. This combination was then used in the development of origami fold dual-matrix
structures.

F IGURE 31. CARBON F IBER DIFFUSER ASSISTED P RESSURE INTENSIFIER

F IGURE 32. A CCEPTABLE SURFACE F INISH OF HINGED PANEL FROM CF PRESSURE INTENSIFIER
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3.4 – Origami Fold Techniques
In this section several origami patterns were implemented using the dual-matrix silicone hinge.
First a Blintz fold and Miura sheet demonstrate mostly flat packaging. Next a flasher model
was fabricated followed by the more complex modified flasher model developed at Brigham
Young University (BYU).
The Blintz fold which is used as the start of many origami pieces was fabricated to
demonstrate the possibilities of folding multiple plies, Figure 33.

F IGURE 33. BLINTZ ORIGAMI F OLD
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A Miura sheet was also fabricated to demonstrate a different type of flat folding, Figure 34.

F IGURE 34. MIURA F OLDING S HEET

A more complex fold and one which collapses radially to many times smaller than it’s
deployed state is the flasher model, Figure 35. The flasher has limited degree of freedom and
can be actuated by pulling or compressing opposite corners, below is the storage and opening
of an origami flasher model.
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F IGURE 35. BASIC ORIGAMI FLASHER MODEL DUAL -MATRIX D EMONSTRATION

Researchers at BYU developed a ‘modified origami flasher model’ concept for a
deployable solar array directed by rules of rigid origami which allow for non-folding sections
to remain semi or fully-rigid during actuation [8]. Using representational materials, a prototype
of their mathematical model was fabricated (Figure 6) to demonstrate folding and actuation. In
this research, using CFRS hinges, a simplified version of their mathematical model was
fabricated to demonstrate the complexity of which a detailed architecture could be fabricated.
Figure 36 shows the fold diagram of a zero panel thickness and finite thickness folding patterns,
the second of which accommodates thickness of the solar cells.

F IGURE 36. F OLD PATTERN OF ORIGAMI SOLAR ARRAY CONCEPT [8]
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For purposes of this fabrication demonstration all fold lines were created equal and a zero
thickness model was assumed. A stencil of 1/6th the radially symmetric folding pattern was
created in SolidWorks with line widths of 0.1 inch. This stencil was then 3D printed and used
as a template in which to place the electrical tape bounding material. Templates of the electrical
tape inserts were also printed such that fairly exact and consistent inserts could be quickly cut
from a large sheet of tape. The template and pre-cut sections of tape were used to bound 1/6th
of model before rotating the template and continuing the bounding. Figure 37 and 38 show
fabrication steps and actuation of this design.

F IGURE 37. BOUNDING AND INFUSION OF DUAL -MATRIX F LASHER ARRAY
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F IGURE 38. ORIGAMI F LASHER CONCEPT - S TORAGE AND DEPLOYMENT

By adding panels which duplicate the stiffness of a flexible solar cell and adjusting
hinge widths to account for changing fold diameter the deployed stiffness of this structure
could be increased.

3.5 - Conclusion
A novel infusion method has been developed to accurately and with good consistency infuse
localized regions of a hyper elastic silicone rubber into a larger laminate. A bounding area was
first laid by hand or with the help of a stencil to limit the area in which silicone may flow. A
two-part silicone was then infused into the dry fibers by hand and allowed to cure under
uniform vacuum pressure through aid of a pressure intensifier. The bounding material was then
removed and the remaining dry fibers infused with a stiff epoxy using standard vacuum
bagging techniques. Fabrication of the final dual-matrix laminate has been demonstrated to be
accurate enough to create complex origami folding structures with continuous fiber substrates.
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Chapter 4 – Characterization
Characterization tests of epoxy infused HSC coupons are developed here to impart a near pure
bending deformation. Loading is done through an Instron R4400 loading frame with a screw
driven cross head, all tests presented herein are actuated through a displacement control. Strain
measurements from beam theory are compared with values measured through imaging and
using digital image correlation (DIC) software. The bending stiffness and empirical bending
modulus of epoxy coupons are derived from the testing before extending the method to CFSR
coupons. Tensile tests of joined verse non-jointed specimens are performed at 0-90o and ±45o
angles to the fiber direction to characterize the effects of silicone on in-plane properties. Finally
the flattening stiffness of the HSC CubeSat boom developed in chapter 2 is tested.

4.1 – Microstructure
The microstructure of fabricated specimens should be understood before full characterization
derived from tensile and bending stiffness tests can be understood. The fiber volume fraction
of a laminate is defined as the volume of fibers contained within a unit volume of the laminate.
If no voids exist within the laminate the fiber volume fraction and matrix volume fraction add
together to equal one. This ratio of fiber to matrix is an important target to meet as it affects
structural properties of the laminate. Too little resin results in a part that has inadequate
reinforcement to hold the fibers which results in an inability to transfer load between adjacent
fibers and through the structure. Too much resin results in a matrix dominated part where the
benefits of the stronger reinforcement are offset through increased mass and decreased
strength. Typical fiber volume fractions of different molding processes can be seen in Table 3
[20]
T ABLE 3. COMMON FIBER VOLUME FRACTIONS IN D IFFERENT PROCESSES [20]

Molding Process
Contact Molding
Compression Molding
Filament Winding
Vacuum Molding

Fiber Volume Fraction
30%
40%
60% - 85%
50% - 80%
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Measurement of this ratio can be done in several ways. Microscopy is an accurate
method but would not be reliable with hyper elastic matrices that are easily damaged. A cross
section of the laminate would need to be cut perpendicular to the fiber direction and the
exposed fiber and matrix cross section then polished for examination under a microscope. In
this visual method the fiber to matrix ratio is then counted in a variety of post processing
methods. An image can be recorded and the area brightness values of fiber verses matrix are
determined through computer analysis. Alternatively the fibers of known diameter can be
counted within a unit area and the fiber volume ratio then determined mathematically. This
method requires the reinforced fibers to be rigid so that polishing does not damage the exposed
fiber ends. In this study the hyper elastic matrices in question would be unable to withstand
polishing, resulting in a damaged cross section that would provide little information.
The simplest but not most accurate approach is to measure the mass fraction of the
laminate by measuring the mass of the dry fibers before infusion and the mass of the entire
laminate after infusion, while assuming the void content is zero. This value can be converted
to a volume fraction using published values for the densities of each constituent. The following
equation is used to determine the fiber volume fraction of a laminate once the fiber mass and
cured laminate mass are known [20]:
𝑀𝑓
𝜌𝑓
𝑉𝑓 =
𝑀𝑓 𝑀𝑚
𝜌𝑓 + 𝜌𝑚

Table 4 shows the measured mass of each laminate before and after infusion and shows and
the calculated fiber volume fraction for 2 and 4 player CRFS lamoinates. These values, while
limited, show a low fiber volume fraction as expected.
T ABLE 4. FIBER V OLUME FRACTION OF CFRS

Ply Count
2 ply
4 ply

Fiber Volume Fraction of CFRS
Dry mass [gram] Infused Mass [gram]
1.91
5.26
3.81
9.72

𝑽𝒇
27.5%
30%
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Computed Tomography (CT) x-rays of a 4 ply silicone laminate were also able to be
recorded. A volume fraction was not measured from the images but it was seen that no
irregularities from a silicone infusion were found in the fiber weave, Figure 39.

F IGURE 39. C OMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY (CT) S CAN OF 4 P LY CFRS

4.2 – Testing Approach of HSC
Standard laminate theory fails to characterize thin shell and dual-matrix structures
where high deformation bending is the dominate response. Composites are not typically
designed to coil or to be conformed to small radius of curvature and such modeling has not
been well studied. In classical laminate theory (CLT) the failure of multi ply laminates are
dependent on the integrity of individual ply’s and while this method can predict failure based
on strain of a single ply it is not adequate in predicting their elastic behavior. An assumption
of CLT states that all displacements should be small compared with the thickness [23]. When
designing flexible single ply structures that prediction is clearly neglected and the resulting
stiffness predictions grossly misrepresent actual bending stiffness as seen when calculated inplane as well as empirically calculated values were input into a FEA model [16]. A bending or
flexural modulus derived from ASTM-D7264 3-point bend test were also experimentally tested
to be used in modeling. Suggested thickness with regard to the three orthotropic property
directions was 0.16 inch but due to material quantity needed for orthotropic out of plane
properties, these directions would be omitted. Twelve layers of carbon fiber plain weave 1K
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fabric were fabricated into a 0.1 inch thick plate and the bend specimens were cut using a water
jet. However, properties calculated from these estimations were based on small deformation
and it was uncertain how the large bending effected the structural response when modeled in
an FEA software. For increased model correlation an alternative method to characterize
mechanical properties of HSC must be investigated.
The characterization of fabricated booms and tape springs have been investigated in
several works to verify operation or quantify performance of actual structures [1,4,5,6]. Other
work has focused on FEA modeling techniques [3] or characterization of in-plane properties
[18]. Continued work has sought to correlate physical test data of fabricated booms with FEA
modeling where predictions of the bending stiffness were scaled according to results obtained
from 4-point bend tests [22]. Fewer works, however, have sought to characterize or develop
methods to measure the bending characteristics of thin HSC lamina which could then be used
in predictive FEA models.
The first work which stands out uses a custom 4-point bend fixture able to rotate and
slide to induce pure moments into coupon samples, Figure 40 [24]. Knowing the force required
to bend the coupons and the geometry of the fixture the bending moment of the coupon can be
calculated. The design of a similar fixture for use in this research study was determined to be
too complex and costly due to iterative design optimization which would need to be made for
the very low stiffness silicone coupons.
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F IGURE 40. F OUR -POINT BEND F IXTURE AND F.B.D. [24]

This led to the next work of interest which utilized a much simpler approach. Here bending
stiffness of coupon samples are measured using a modified platen test to induce a near-pure
bending response in samples which are sandwiched between two metallic plates, Figure 41
[11]. The plates are attached to moving cross heads using tape which act as simple pin joints.
Knowing the reaction force and using the following free-body-diagram to determine moment
arm and curvature of the coupon a bending stiffness is calculated.

F IGURE 41. MODIFIED PLATEN TEST AND F.B.D. [11]
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A modified platen test similar to this would next be used to characterize material
properties of epoxy laminates for correlation with FEA models. These same procedures will
then also be used to characterize the silicone infused carbon fiber.

4.3 – Modified Platen Test
In addition to the coupon dimensions the pre-buckled length and tab angle should be measured
before conducting the test. With a known load and platen displacement the following F.B.D.
is used to determine the moment reaction of the hinge region, Figure 42.

F IGURE 42. D IMENSIONING AND FBD OF M ODIFIED P LATEN TEST

The hinge width ‘b’ remains constant throughout the test and with a known tab angle equal to
half the subtended curvature angle, the radius of curvature can be calculated.
𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑚𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝐶 = 2𝜋𝑟
𝐴𝑟𝑐 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑡ℎ = 𝑏 =

𝐶
2𝜋𝑟
=
= 𝜙𝑟 = 2𝜃𝑟
𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒 2𝜋⁄
𝜙
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𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒 = 𝜅 =

1 2𝜃
=
𝑟
𝑏

The moment arm ‘d’ and platen separation ‘2h’ can then be calculated from the position of
the tabs, chord length and chord height of the bent specimen.
𝜙
𝑏
𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑑 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝑐 = 𝑟 sin ( ) =
sin(𝜃)
2
2𝜃

𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑑 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 𝑟 ′ =

𝑏
𝑏
𝑏
(1 − cos(𝜃))
−
cos(𝜃) =
2𝜃 2𝜃
2𝜃

𝐻𝑎𝑙𝑓 ℎ𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = ℎ = 𝐿 cos(𝜃) + 𝑐 = 𝐿 cos(𝜃) +

𝐴𝑟𝑚 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = 𝑑 = 𝐿 sin(𝜃) + 𝑟 ′ = 𝐿 sin(𝜃) +

𝑏
sin(𝜃)
2𝜃

𝑏
(1 − cos(𝜃))
2𝜃

With these relations, a MatLab script was written to solve for the tab angle ‘ϴ’ using the known
value of ‘h’ calculated from the vertical cross head displacement. The angle was then used to
solve for the moment arm length and assumed constant curvature. The reaction moment was
found next and normalized per unit width by dividing the result by the specimen width.
𝑚
𝑑
(𝐹𝑑 − 𝑚 2) 𝑑 (𝐹 − 2 )
𝑀𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑀
= = 𝑀𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 =
=
𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑊𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑤
𝑤
𝑤
According to the ABD stiffness matrix of a composite lamina the D terms are the associated
bending stiffnesses relating moments to curvatures [23]. The empirical bending stiffness of the
coupon can then be calculated by taking the slope of the moment verse curvature plot. An
example of this plot can be seen in Figure 43.
𝐷𝑥𝑥
𝑀𝑥
=
|
𝑀𝑦
𝐷𝑦𝑥

𝐷𝑥𝑦 𝜅𝑥
|
𝐷𝑦𝑦 𝜅𝑦
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F IGURE 43. MOMENT VS . CURVATURE R ELATION - EMPIRICAL BENDING S TIFFNESS D11

The stress imparted to the specimen would next be calculated using standard mechanics
of materials approach. The in-plane stress is defined as force per compressive area.
𝜎𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 =

𝐹
𝐹
=
𝐴 𝑤𝑡

The stress imparted from the bending moment is defined as the moment per section modulus.
The section modulus is then defined as the area moment of inertia divided by half the specimen
height, which in this case is the thickness [25].
𝐼
1
𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑢𝑠 = 𝑆 = 𝑡 = 𝑤𝑡 2
⁄2 6
𝑀 6𝑀
𝜎𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 = = 2
𝑆 𝑤𝑡
Since the moment calculated earlier had already been normalized by dividing through by the
specimen width, the width term in the denominator of the bending stress can be dropped, giving
the following relation.
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𝜎𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 =

6𝑀𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
𝑡2

In the modified platen approach described in previous work [11], in-plane stress was compared
with the bending stress to determine how much effect each type of loading had on the coupon.
Comparing these the following relation can be determined.
𝜎𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑 =

6 𝑀 6 𝐹𝑑 6𝑑
=
=
𝜎
𝑤𝑡 2
𝑤𝑡 2
𝑡 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙

The difference then becomes the result of the changing arm length. For a minimum and
maximum arm length this is roughly 200-700 times smaller and therefore can be neglected.
Finally, in addition to the bending stiffness and associated stress levels the effective
bending modulus may be calculated through the measuring of the slope of a stress-strain plot.
Strain can be determined using two different methods. The first looks toward beam theory for
the prediction that face strains may be calculated from a known curvature and distance from
neutral axis. Recall the formula for curvature and assuming a geometrically centered neutral
axis the following strain relation is developed [25].
𝜀𝑥 = −
𝜅=

𝑦
𝜌

1
𝜌

𝑡
2
The second method by which to measure strain is to use a 3D camera system and digital
𝜀𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 = −𝜅𝑦 = −𝜅

image correlating (DIC) software. The surface of the bending coupon is directly tracked and
strains are measured. Correlated Solutions Vic3D software is available for use and will also be
used to calculate an experimental curvature to compare with the constant curvature assumption.
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4.4 – DIC Strain Measurement
Engineering strain measurements have typically been captured by externally mounted strain
gauges. A thin metallic pattern attached to an adhesive changes electrical resistance when
deformed and resistance is then equated to strain. Strain gauges can detect extensions in one
or more axis but are limited to a narrow range of deformations and are unable to measure global
responses. Digital image correlation is a technology that examines a speckle pattern which is
imprinted on the surface of the test specimen from which deformations and strains can be
calculated. The speckle pattern and background must have distinguishing contrast in brightness
so the camera system can detect a pattern. Such a pattern can be inherent to the surface texture
or applied externally as a pattern of colored stickers or painted speckles. If the pattern is applied
externally it is important that the sticker or paint is able to deform with the base material of the
specimen, otherwise the measurement is not symbolic of the specimen but that of the speckled
pattern as it delaminates from the specimen’s surface. This type of system is capable of
measuring strains from fractions of a percent up to several hundred or more percent. Correlated
Solutions VIC2-D and VIC3-D DIC software is available and were used to measured
deformations and strains in all subsequent testing.
To create a well-defined speckle pattern black and white spray paint was used. Since
the samples are already dark a thin layer of black paint was used with a white speckle instead
of using a thicker white layer with black speckle. This helps to ensure the surface does not
become caked up with paint. The pattern is spattered onto the black surface by aiming the
nozzle above the specimen and allowing small paint particles to fall to the surface. Smaller or
larger speckles are able to be obtained by only partially depressing the spray nozzle such that
the aerosol sputters, causing larger or smaller speckles to fall. In an ideal camera set up the
specimen should fill the entire camera frame and the individual speckles should be viewable
across the length of 5 to 10 pixels, Figure 44.
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F IGURE 44. SPECKLE PATTERN OF BENDING SPECIMEN

4.5 – Simple Joint in Bending
The fundamental mechanical response of CFRS hinges and thin high straining laminates
subject to large curvature is their bending stiffness. The modified platen method described
earlier will be used here for epoxy and then silicone infused coupons arranged at both 0-90o
and ±45o fiber orientations.
Single and double layer square laminates of the 1K woven carbon fiber were infused
with a stiff epoxy. Coupons were cut using a paper cutter into 1inch x 0.75inch squares and
bonded between two sets of 1inch x 1inch aluminum tabs. The tabs were bonded with a roughly
0.43 inch gauge length by placing the tabs on either side of a strip of sheet metal which had
been trimmed by a metal shear, Figure 45.
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F IGURE 45. TAB BONDING OF EPOXY I NFUSED COUPONS

Next, three ply silicone infused sheets were fabricated and coupons cut in the same
manor. Only a single tab per end was used with the silicone to keep from increasing the
coupons moment mass. In addition to the first set of silicone samples, three layer continuous
fiber hinge specimens with epoxy infused carbon tabs were fabricated and cut to the same
0.75inch x 2.43inch size. Figure 46 shows speckled pattern on of each type of bending coupon
to be tested.

F IGURE 46. PAINTED BENDING COUPONS (LEFT: EPOXY , MIDDLE : SILICONE , RIGHT: SILICONE WITH CARBON TAB )
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Finally, to exploit micro buckling characteristics of the hinge, four-layer specimens infused
with a continuous silicone hinge would be compared to four layer specimens where two twolayer laminates were bonded together during their second epoxy cure, Figure 47. These ‘2+2’
split hinge specimens are allowed to deform independently through the hinge region and their
ultimate stiffness is compared.

F IGURE 47. '2+2' P LY VERSE 4 PLY S ILICONE HINGE AND SECONDARY EPOXY INFUSION PROCESS

All bending specimens were tested between two flat platens, compressed 1.75 inches
at a rate of 1.75 inch per minute and cycled five times to monitor hysteresis effects. This
compression imparted a fold of about 160o in the specimens. Initial specimen pre-buckling was
necessary to avoid over stressing the specimen in compression and to ensure the direction of
fold would be toward the DIC camera system. This was done by buckling and inserting the
coupons into the plates which were set at about 2.35” apart, Figure 48. This imparted a fold of
about 15o-20o in each tab, resulting in total hinge fold of 30o-40o. More exact separation and
angles would later be calculated from side view imaging which was used to verify the bending
radius and observe any kinking response. The testing set-up showing the side view camera and
3D camera is seen in Figure 49.
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F IGURE 48. PRE -BUCKLED INSTALLATION

F IGURE 49. DIC 3D STRAIN AND 2D CURVATURE S ETUP FOR BENDING TEST

The epoxy infused specimens were first tested followed by the silicone reinforced aluminum
tab specimens and finally the carbon tab silicone hinge specimens including the 4 ply samples.
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The epoxy coupons held a very consistent curvature throughout the entire compression
and as expected the 0-90o samples were stiffer than the ±45o samples. The moment was
normalized by the specimen width and a moment verse fold angle for a 0-90o sample can be
seen in Figure 50.

F IGURE 50. NORMALIZED M OMENT VERSE FOLD A NGLE OF EPOXY I NFUSED COUPONS

The first step in developing a useful characterization was to calculate the bending
stiffness, D11, by taking the slope of the normalized moment verse curvature plots. The DIC
software outputs a diameter of curvature so to compare the radius of curvature the value was
multiplied by a factor of 2. The assumed constant curvature assumption produced very similar
results to the DIC measured curvature. These curvatures were then spot checked by curve
fitting an overlay onto the side view images and determined to be in agreement, Figure 51.
This procedure gave confidence in the accuracy of the DIC measured curvature.

F IGURE 51. CURVE F IT OVERLAY TO VERIFY CURVATURE MEASUREMENT
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Results calculated from taking a best fit line of the assumed and measured curvatures are
presented in Table 5. Figure 52 shows an example plot of the response and the best fit line
according to the DIC measured curvature. As expected the variation in fiber orientation away
from the 0o direction had a decreasing effect on stiffness.

F IGURE 52. D11 S TIFFNESS AND ‘BEST -FIT ’ OF EPOXY INFUSED COUPONS A CCORDING TO DIC MEASUREMENTS

T ABLE 5. D11 BENDING S TIFFNESS OF EPOXY I NFUSED COUPONS

Bending Stiffness D11 of epoxy Infused Coupons [M/𝜿]
Sample
0-90o CC
0-90o DIC
45o CC
1
0.031
0.0331
0.0183
2
0.0293
0.0269
0.0198
3
0.0298
0.0281
0.0201
4
0.0283
0.0296
0.0198
5
0.0207
6
0.0307
0.0282
0.0176
Average:
Std Dev:
Error:

0.02982
0.00109
3.7%

0.02918
0.00239
8.2%

0.01938
0.00118
6.1%

45o DIC
0.0169
0.0171
0.0187
0.0174
0.0183
0.0172
0.0176
0.000727
4.1%
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In calculating the effective bending modulus several strains, explained in section 4.3,
were looked at. First the strain measured from the surface of the specimen obtained through
DIC was used. The curvature of the surface exported by DIC and the assumed constant
curvature were next used to calculate a strain based on standard beam theory. In the case of
epoxy infused coupons, no buckling is observed on the inner face and a geometrically centered
neutral axis is assumed.
𝜀𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒 = −𝜅

𝑡
2

Although this assumption has been used in previous work to make mathematical assumptions
of a bending modulus [24] and has been shown to be a direct strain measurement when zero
shear is assumed [10] it differs dramatically from the measured DIC strain. A comparison of
the calculated strains are plotted in Figure 53 and it is seen that the change in strain of the DIC
values are about 3 times less than the change in strain of the curvature calculations.

F IGURE 53. S TRAIN VARIATION A CCORDING TO DIFFERENT MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
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The DIC face strain was by default calculated as a Lagrange strain but measured to be much
less than the curvature assumptions. To add confidence to this large bending measurement
other approaches were also calculated within the DIC software and found to be in close
agreement. A plot of the various strain calculations can be seen in Figure 54.

F IGURE 54. C OMPARISON OF DIC S TRAIN CALCULATION METHODS

As the DIC strains were shown to be in agreement for large bending deformation but were dissimilar to the curvature calculations which have been used previous to measure thin laminate
bending responses, an empirical modulus according to each of the three strains was calculated
next. Figure 55 shows a cyclic loading stress-strain diagram according to the different
measurements.
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F IGURE 55. S TRESS VS . STRAIN OF 0-90O SPECIMEN ACCORDING TO D IFFERENT S TRAIN M EASUREMENTS

All other epoxy infused specimens followed a similar trend. Tables 6 and 7 show the empirical
bending modulus values for the 0-90o and ±45o coupons taken from the slope of a best fit line,
similar to the one in Figure 52. Both sets of data exhibited consistent values among specimen
type and percent differences were kept between 3.6% and 8.7% depending on which strain
measurement technique was used for the calculation.
T ABLE 6. M ODULUS OF 0-90 O EPOXY COUPONS

Empirical Bending Modulus of 0-90o Epoxy Infused Coupons
Sample
DIC measured
Const Curve
DIC Curve
No.
[psi]
[psi]
[psi]
1
1,196,600
371,800
397,700
2
1,120,000
351,300
322,500
3
1,130,400
357,100
337,300
4
1,198,000
340,000
355,400
5
6
1,323,700
368,600
338,200
Average:
Std Dev:
Error:

1,193,740
81,187
6.8%

357,760
12,964
3.6%

350,220
28,987
8.3%
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T ABLE 7. M ODULUS OF 45 O EPOXY COUPONS

Empirical Bending Modulus of 45o Epoxy Infused Coupons
Sample
DIC measured
Const Curve
DIC Curve
No.
[psi]
[psi]
[psi]
1
678,930
219,010
202,380
2
653,100
237,440
205,040
3
653,430
241,420
223,980
4
631,680
237,090
208,880
5
546,010
248,260
219,660
6
712,870
211,430
206,680
Average:
Std Dev:
Error:

646,003
56,329
8.7%

232,442
14,137
6.1%

211,103
8,676
4.1%

In both fiber orientations the DIC measured face strains produced a bending modulus about 3
times greater than that of the DIC curvature calculated strain. This is a direct result of the factor
of 3 discrepancy seen in the strain measurement techniques and future investigation should
focus on this discrepancy to determine more closely what the actual response is.
Next the 3 ply silicone aluminum tab specimens were tested following the same
procedure to calculate a bending stiffness and bending modulus. Side view imaging revealed
that curvatures were less consistent and did not conform as closely to a constant curvature.
Recorded images highlighting the coupon sections and a table of results for both 0-90o and
±45o fiber orientations can be found in Figures 56 and 57 and Tables 8 and 9. However since
the DIC measured curvature had already be shown accurate, the values calculated from a
constant curvature are neglected as imaging shows it is no longer a correct assumption. Sample
number 2 of the 0-90o and sample number 1 of the ±45o coupons had a poor speckle pattern
and a full DIC analysis was unable to be run, accordingly the results have been left out of the
stiffness and modulus calculations.
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F IGURE 56. CURVED GEOMETRY OF 0-90O SILICONE COUPONS WITH ALUMINUM TABS

T ABLE 8. EMPIRICAL BENDING M ODULUS AND D11 S TIFFNESS OF 0-90O SILICONE C OUPONS WITH ALUMINUM TABS

Empirical Modulus and D11 Stiffness
Silicone Infused Aluminum Tab Coupons
DIC measured
DIC Curve
D11 - DIC
[psi]
[psi]
[M/𝜿]
30,041
10,087
0.0084
35,004
8,079
0.0072
33,139
8,625
0.0077
23,440
8,123
0.0067
34,172
6,439
0.0046

0-90o
Sample
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
Average:
Std Dev:
Error:

31,159
4,707
15.1%

8,271
1,307
15.8%

0.00692
0.001441
20.8%
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F IGURE 57. CURVED GEOMETRY OF ±45O SILICONE C OUPONS WITH A LUMINUM TABS

T ABLE 9. EMPIRICAL BENDING M ODULUS AND D11 S TIFFNESS OF ±45O SILICONE C OUPONS WITH A LUMINUM TABS

Empirical Modulus and D11 Stiffness
Silicone Infused Aluminum Tab Coupons
DIC measured
DIC Curve
D11 - DIC
[psi]
[psi]
[M/𝜿]
33,459
8,215
0.012
28,577
10,003
0.0077
34,878
9,065
0.008
33,292
9,193
0.0093
32,319
9,610
0.0111

±45o
Sample
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
Average:
Std Dev:
Error:

32,505
2,378
7.3%

9,217
671
7.3%

0.00962
0.00189
19.6%
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Unlike the epoxy infused coupons originally tested which exhibited a near exact
constant curvature and the deviation in stiffness between the two fiber orientations could be
expected, these silicone specimens deviated from a constant curvature and behaved with a very
similar stiffness between the 0-90o and ±45o fiber orientations. While the same factor of 3
discrepancy was seen between strain measurement techniques, the standard deviation of the
0-90o specimens was far greater than for the ±45o specimens. These observations could in part
be due to geometric effects of the fiber weave. The 0-90o specimens are more susceptible to
kinking along the fiber tow which leads to a greater error in the percent difference between
specimens and caused a decrease in stiffness as the fibers buckle. The ±45o specimens are able
to hold a smoother curvature without kinking thus exhibiting an artificial stiffening due to the
fiber architecture helping to conform the coupon to a smoother curve resulting in a greater
reaction moment.
These same procedures were next extended to the all-carbon silicone hinged specimens
with epoxy infused tabs. Recorded images highlighting the coupon sections and a table of
results for both 0-90o and ±45o fiber orientations can be found in Figures 58 and 59 and Tables
10 and 11.
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F IGURE 58. CURVED GEOMETRY OF 0-90O SILICONE COUPONS WITH CARBON EPOXY TABS

T ABLE 10. EMPIRICAL BENDING M ODULUS AND D11 S TIFFNESS OF 0-90 O S ILICONE C OUPONS WITH CARBON E POXY TABS

Empirical Modulus and D11 Stiffness
0-90o Silicone Infused Carbon-Epoxy Tab Coupons
Sample
DIC measured
DIC Curve
D11 - DIC
No.
[psi]
[psi]
[M/𝜿]
1
11,998
5,536
0.0084
2
9,897
4,984
0.0104
3
8,025
5,610
0.0068
4
10,720
5,879
0.0118
5
12,219
5,619
0.0075
Average:
Std Dev:
Error:

10,572
1,711
16.2%

5526
329
6.0%

0.00898
0.002076
23.1%
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F IGURE 59. CURVED GEOMETRY OF ±45O SILICONE C OUPONS WITH CARBON EPOXY TABS

T ABLE 11. EMPIRICAL BENDING M ODULUS AND D11 S TIFFNESS OF ±45O SILICONE C OUPONS WITH CARBON EPOXY TABS

±45o
Sample
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Empirical Modulus and D11 Stiffness
Silicone Infused Carbon-Epoxy Coupons [PSI]
DIC measured
DIC Curve
D11 - DIC
[psi]
[psi]
[M/𝜿]
11,094
4,115
0.0122
13,237
4,991
0.0098
13,946
4,169
0.0101
14,327
4,689
0.0118
16,307
4,908
0.0139

Average:
13,782
4,574
0.01156
Std Dev:
1,885.597704
410
0.001671
Error:
13.7%
9.0%
14.5%
These silicone specimens produced unexpected results as the ±45o orientation exhibited
greater stiffness than the 0-90o fibers. Similar trends were seen where the DIC strain
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measurement produced a modulus about 3 times that of the strain calculated from the DIC
curve. Again the percent difference in the 0-90o fibers was greater than for the ±45o fibers due
to random kinking in the 0-90o specimens and geometric stiffening of the ±45o specimens. The
greatest discrepancy however is that the carbon tab and aluminum tab specimens vary in
stiffness by so much even though the raw data reaction forces showed a general similarity,
Figure 60.

F IGURE 60. L OADING OF SILICONE C OUPONS

Upon carful inspection of the side view images, it can be seen that the carbon tabs were not
idealized as rigid and in fact exhibited some curvature. The maximum strain measured in the
aluminum tabs was also compared with carbon-epoxy tab specimens and found to be in
disagreement, Figure 61. Subsequent calculations were affected as the tabs do not remain
straight and associated strain levels vary.
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F IGURE 61. D ISCREPANCY BETWEEN A LUMINUM VS . CARBON TAB SPECIMEN S TRAINS (0-90O FIBER )

Finally the reaction force of the four ply specimens were investigated. As the curvature
is dependent on the buckling behavior which affects the moment arm length and that the
measured face strains are not indicative or linear of the global response, only the load verse
displacement will be compared. Side view imaging of the 4 ply and ‘2+2’ ply showing buckling
effects can be seen in Figures 62 and 63.
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F IGURE 62. CURVATURE RESPONSE OF 4P SILICONE SPECIMENS

The curvature associated with the thicker 4 ply specimens exhibits a non-uniform shape. The
stiffness of the gauge section leads to kinking near the silicone and epoxy transition region.
While the curvature varies and strain would be higher near the kinks, it is assumed that the
through thickness strain is linear as the specimens are constrained to deform as a single unit.
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F IGURE 63. CURVATURE RESPONSE OF ‘2+2’P SILICONE COUPONS

The exterior curvature associated with the ‘2+2’ ply specimens exhibited a more consistent
geometry than the 4 ply specimens while the interior hinge was allowed to freely buckle. From
the images it can be seen that all except sample number 2 exhibited this interior hinge buckling.
The strains associate with this folding would also be less than the 4 ply as the two hinges are
allowed to deform independently.
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The averaged load verse deflection if both sets of specimens can be seen in Figure 64.
Unexpectedly the ‘2+2’ ply exhibited an increase in stiffness as global kinking was avoided
and the interior buckled hinge acted to reinforce the joint.

F IGURE 64. L OAD VERSE D ISPLACEMENT OF 4 PLY SPECIMENS

The curvature and arc length of the CubeSat boom is smaller than the coupons tested and
compound curve which must deform. To determine what effect the hinge width has on the
moment response and bending modulus larger coupons should be tested around the 1 inch
length. An opening moment could also be tested by attaching tabs to straight sections of a
curved coupon fabricated around various angled rounded corners. The fold-shaped coupons
could then be opened and geometric stiffening effects may be discovered.

4.6 – Simple Joint in Tension
Tensile testing to determine the strength of specimens with and without a silicone hinge are
tested next to determine how the direction of loading as well as various widths of a low
modulus reinforced area affect the in plain properties. Although in plain strength is not a
driving factor for structures which would use spring hinges, fiber failure due to in-plain over
loading will be examined to better understand the failure of dual-matrix CFRS laminates.
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When fibers are loaded in pure tension the matrix carries very little load and contributes
minimally to the composite’s strength. Matrix strength plays a greater role when moments and
in-plain loading oriented away from the primary fiber direction are applied. For this set of tests,
thin flat 1”x10” specimens were cut from woven panels at 0-90o and ±45o fiber orientations.
The analysis of 0-90o loading used a three layer 3K plain weave, fabricated with and without
a 1cm wide silicone hinge. The ±45o loading used four layers of the 1K plain weave, fabricated
without a silicone hinge and with a hinge laid up at both 0.4inch and 0.8inch. The displacement
controlled grips were separated at a rate of 0.05inch per minute until the specimen experienced
sudden failure or the operator stopped the test. Loading of the 0-90o fibers was measured using
a 20,000 pound load cell and the ±45o loading was measured using a 200 pound load cell.
Strain measurements of the face were recorded using DIC. In the highly deforming 45o loaded
specimens an effective global strain was also calculated through the cross head displacement.
The 0-90o no joint specimens loaded in line with the fibers did fail between the grips
and the ultimate load was similar to the specimens with a 1cm joint. Guided by ASTM D3039
‘Tensile Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite Materials’ a modulus was calculated through
the following equation [26].
𝐸 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑑 =

Δ𝜎
Δ𝜀

Where Δε is equal to the strain points between 0.1% and 0.3%, measured through DIC, and Δσ
equals the stress difference between the strain points. As seen in the truncated stress-strain
diagram, after the loading train had settled out the trends were linear, Figure 65. A shifted set
of data was analyzed which examined strain between 0.3% and 0.5%.
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F IGURE 65. TRUNCATED STRESS S TRAIN L OADING OF 0-90 O SPECIMENS IN TENSION

Table 12 shows the modulus for the various samples, an averaged modulus, standard deviation
and percent different error of the 0-90o specimens.
T ABLE 12. EFFECTIVE S TRUCTURAL MODULUS OF 0-90 O TENSILE S PECIMENS

0-90o Specimen Empirical Tensile Modulus
Sample
No Joint
Joint
No.
Modulus [psi]
Modulus [psi]
1
6,198,621
2
6,519,361
6,482,714
3
6,215,929
6,346,503
4
6,129,570
6,447,876
Average =
Standard Dev =
Error =

6,265,870
173,062
2.8%

6,425,698
70,762
1.1%

It is seen that a hyper elastic matrix when loaded in the direction of fibers has a negligible
effect on performance and the ±45o loaded samples were investigated next.
The ±45o epoxy specimens failed within the gauge section and in the hinge specimens
failed at the silicone region. As these specimens deformed, the strain field varied greatly
between the necking area and far field tab area. In the jointed specimens a global strain was
used to calculate an effective structural modulus while local necking strain were used to
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calculate a CFRS hinge modulus. Figure 66, shows the areas where various strains were
measured.

F IGURE 66. S TRAIN REGIONS OF NECKING SAMPLES

The accuracy of using the global strain measured from the cross head displacement is seen
when comparing various strain values recorded on the all-epoxy no joint specimen. Figures 67
and 68 show that during the initial linear portion of loading the effective global strain and
measured face strains for the necking and far field regions are all in close agreement. The strain
values for the no joint specimens corresponding to this limit can be seen in Table 13.
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F IGURE 67. G LOBAL S TRAIN (±45 O SAMPLE 2) C OMPARISON OVER ENTIRE L OADING RANGE

F IGURE 68. G LOBAL S TRAIN (±45 O SAMPLE 2) C OMPARISON OVER L INEAR LOADING RANGE
T ABLE 13. STRAIN VALUES (SAMPLE 2) CORRESPONDING TO LIMIT OF LINEAR REGION IN ±45 O SAMPLES

45o No Joint Specimen Max Strain of Linear Region
Sample
Necking
Far Field
Effective Global
No.
[in/in]
[in/in]
[in/in]
1
.0027
.0021
.0033
2
.0036
.003
.0033
3
.003
.003
.0033
4
.0035
.0028
.0033
5
.0035
.0027
.0033
Average:
.00326
.00272
.0033
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The linear region quickly deteriorated in the jointed specimens as large necking and localized
silicone deformation occurred. Figures 69 and 71 show the onset of extreme deformation and
Figures 70 and 72 show the strain developed during the initial linear portion.

F IGURE 69. D EFORMATION OF ±45 O 0.4INCH JOINTED TENSILE SPECIMEN

F IGURE 70. I NITIAL STRAIN D EVELOPED IN ±45 O 0.4 INCH J OINTED TENSILE SPECIMEN
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F IGURE 71. D EFORMATION OF ±45 O 0.8INCH JOINTED TENSILE SPECIMEN
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F IGURE 72. I NITIAL STRAIN D EVELOPED IN ±45 O 0.8INCH J OINTED TENSILE SPECIMEN

The global and hinge area modulus were determined in all samples by taking the slope of the
stress-strain relation over the initial linear loading region. The effective global modulus and
localized silicone hinge modulus are recorded in Table 14. Averages of similar specimen types
are also presented with a standard deviation and percent difference error.
T ABLE 14. EFFECTIVE M ODULUS FOR ±45O LOADED TENSILE SPECIMENS

Sample
1
2
3
4
5
Average:
Std Dev:
Error:

No Joint
2,155,800
2,425,000
2,314,900
2,411,900
2,322,600
2,326,040
107,567
4.6%

45o Specimen Effective Tensile Modulus
0.4” Global
0.4” Hinge
0.8” Global
1,159,700
243,700
311,930
1,209,200
224,500
185,330
976,550
201,800
221,330
1,065,600
199,600
340,920
1,123,500
212,700
236,880
1,106,910
216,460
259,278
89,757.3
18,165.7
64,899.3
8.1%
8.4%
25.0%

0.8” Hinge
42,700
28,870
32,400
49,300
36,100
37,874
8,185.8
21.6%

Although the stiffness of the specimen decreases with an increased silicone hinge width, the
ultimate load carrying capability of the 0.8inch hinge was greater than the 0.4inch hinge as
fibers were allowed to reorient themselves and align with the direction of loading. This
reorientation and greater area for manufacturing defects in the 0.8inch joint leads to the
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considerable 25% error between experimental values. The load displacement diagram shows
the fiber reorientation ability by comparing averages of the 0.4inch joints with that of the
0.8inch joints and as a baseline the no-joint specimen is also plotted, Figure 73. These trends
are for a 1inch wide specimen, wider specimens would carry more continuous fibers between
the two epoxy infused regions and the response would differ.

F IGURE 73. L OAD DEFLECTION TREND DUE TO ±45 O FIBER RE - ORIENTATION

According to the global deformation and local strain measurements it is seen that a
silicone matrix has a negative effect on in-plane stiffness when loaded away from the fiber
direction and that the length of silicone hinge also effects the response. More hinge widths and
specimen widths should be tested to determine larger failure trends due to in-plane loading.
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4.7 – CubeSat Boom
Before correlating and developing predictive FEA models, flattening stiffness of a fabricated
boom was tested by measuring the force required to depress one end of a boom to a flattened
state. In order to reduce stress concentration on the boom, a rounded beam was used to contact
the boom. A displacement control of 0.45 inches per minute was used to flatten the boom while
deflection and load were output for later processing. In order to verify and size an appropriate
load cell, the expected reaction forces were estimated by placing incrementally heavier weights
on the boom until it began to flatten. Flattening occurred between 1 and 1.5 pounds and it was
determined that an available 10 Newton (2.25 lb) Instron load cell could be used to provide
accurate measurements.
Initial tests were performed on half boom sections that were placed on a horizontal flat
plate below the loading head. Load was applied 0.5 inches from one boom tip while the other
free end was constrained in the vertical direction and assumed to remain horizontally stable,
Figure 74. The cross head was adjusted such that it was just above contacting the boom which
measured 0.5 inches in height. In order not to bottom out the load cell a program was set up to
compress the loading head 0.45 inches.

F IGURE 74. L OADING AND CONSTRAINTS FOR HALF B OOM F LATTENING
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Tests were completed on booms fabricated from single layer 1K fabric laid up at 0-90o and
±45o orientations. Two booms of each orientation were cycled two times and then re-run after
reversing the free and loaded ends for a total of four tests per boom. A loading verse
displacement diagram of the averages can be seen in Figure 75.

F IGURE 75. REPRESENTED AVERAGE L OADING AND UNLOADING OF HALF BOOM

While the 0-90o orientation boom was already determined to exhibit premature failure for
applications of storing and deploying, it would be used to increase confidence of the
characterization method and FEA modeling techniques.
When the boom apex was first contacted the unconstrained tabs of the half boom were
allowed to deform upward like wings. Once the roller contacted the wings around 0.35” to
0.375” the measured reaction force increased in a more rapid manner. This deformation was
captured using a camera aimed at a mirror place at 45o to the end of the boom such that an endon profile deformation could be tracked, Figures 76 and 77. While this measurement is not
fully indicative of the stiffness associated with a whole boom it is easily set up and repeatable
for developing an FEA model.
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F IGURE 76. PROFILE V IEW RECORDED THROUGH 45 O MIRROR

F IGURE 77. F LATTENING PROFILE OF HALF B OOM
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A whole boom would exhibit an increase of stiffness as coupling forces of the bonded
tabs impart a deformation constraint. To quantify this increase, whole boom flattening was
tested next using a ±45o fiber orientation. To fix one boom tip in an open configuration and to
constrain the boom from rotating, a short section of silicone plug was inserted into the nonloaded end. This plugged end was nested in a negative mold to prevent it from rotating about
its longitudinal axis and it was assumed to remain horizontally stationary. The plug end was
also assumed to rotate about its transverse axis as the booms longitudinal axis would angle
downward during flattening of the opposite end. In a similar manor as the half boom, a program
was run to flatten the boom 0.9 inches by a vertically displaced roller. Two booms were tested
two times on each end for a total of 4 tests per boom. The averaged load verse displacement
diagram of the whole boom can be seen below in Figure 78.

F IGURE 78. R EPRESENTED AVERAGE L OADING AND UNLOADING OF A ±45 O W HOLE B OOM
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Chapter 5 - Finite Element Analysis
Correlation of the physical tests from chapter 4 are investigated here through development of
finite element analysis (FEA) models using ABAQUS implicit which is based upon
deformation constraints. The material properties developed in chapter 4 are used to model the
epoxy bending coupons followed by the flattening of the HSC boom.

5.1 – Material Properties and Modeling Technique
The subsequent models were all developed using shell elements and characterized with the
assumption that the two in-plane directions are similar due to the fabrics plain weave
architecture. Orthotropic material properties were therefore created where the modulus in the
1 and 2 directions were substituted with the previously measured bending modulus according
to the 0-90o or ±45o fiber orientation. The Poisson’s ratio was assumed based on typical carbon
epoxy properties. In the 0-90o direction this is equal to between 0.05 and 0.2 [23,26]. When
rotated to a 45o that value rises to between 0.6 and 0.7, Figure 79. Finally the shear modulus
was assumed to remain low and was estimated to be about a fourth of the bending modulus.
The effects of this broad assumption are first compared in modeling. Properties were then
assigned to the shell elements and appropriate thicknesses and coordinate systems were set up.

F IGURE 79. VARIATION OF POISSON ’S RATIO AS FUNCTION OF WEAVE A NGLE [23]
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5.2 – Simple Joint in Bending
To model the folding joint the tabs and hinge region were created separately, using shell
elements. The hinge was assigned properties based on the orthotropic characterization and the
tabs were assigned aluminum isotropic properties. Next, in an assembly, the two tabs were
positioned on either side of the hinge and were constrained with a rigid tie to join the three
pieces into one. Boundary conditions were then added to constrain the lower and upper edge
to act as pinned joints, Figure 80.

F IGURE 80. FEA BENDING A NALYSIS ASSEMBLY AND MESH

The assembly would be analyzed through a two-step process. In the first, to avoid over
loading with in-plane stresses and to ensure a buckling response, the upper edge was rotated
0.15 radian or roughly 8.5o. Then in the second step this edge was vertically displaced 1.85”
inches from its original location. The experimentally tested specimens were only compressed
1.75” but including their pre-buckle which was roughly 0.1” the total compressed height is
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similar. The assembly was next meshed with S4R5 elements which can allow for small
deformation as opposed to S4R elements which only allow for finite deformation, Figure 80.
The visualization of this analysis shows a perfect constant curvature response of the
hinge section and a symmetric deformation about the fold, Figure 81.

F IGURE 81. V ISUALIZATION OF FEA BENDING A NALYSIS

The shear modulus assumption was first compared by adjusting this value between 0.6
msi and 0.05 msi. Both a model with a high and with a low Poisson’s ratio were used for this
comparison. Figure 82 shows a negligible change in response while given a constant Poisson’s
ratio and the assumption would be used for further analysis.

F IGURE 82. E FFECTS OF SHEAR M ODULUS ON BENDING STIFFNESS
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The effects of scaling the Poisson’s ratio were next examined and seen to greatly affect
the stiffness when values above 0.5 were used. The more compliant ±45o properties were varied
between a low and high Poisson’s ratio, Figure 83, while the 0-90o properties were varied only
between low values, Figure 84.

F IGURE 83. P OISSON ’S RATIO EFFECT ON FEA BENDING F ORCE 45 O PROPERTIES

F IGURE 84. P OISSON ’S RATIO EFFECT ON FEA BENDING F ORCE 0O PROPERTIES
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When comparing these values with the averaged force from the physical test data and when
choosing a Poisson’s ratio close to what theory might suggest the maximum load deviates up
to 33% in the 0-90o specimen and around 6.6% in the ±45o specimen. The rate of loading is
also different as the FEA model exhibits a steady increase in stiffness where the physical test
suggests a slighter increase after initial pre-buckling, Figure 85.

F IGURE 85. E POXY INFUSED SPECIMENS MEASURED VS . FEA BENDING S TIFFNESS

This simple modeling has shown that rough estimations of the coupons bending
stiffness are generally similar to physical test data. The Poisson’s ratio has a large effect on
final stiffness and further testing should be done to experimentally measure this on single ply
laminates. Next, the analysis was extended to the CubeSat half boom.
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5.3 – CubeSat boom
Imitating the geometry which was experimentally tested, a half boom CAD model would be
flattened against a horizontal plate via a vertically displaced roller. Shell elements were again
used to model the thin near zero thickness structure. The plate and roller were created using
discrete-rigid shell elements. The elements were combined in an assembly and appropriate
boundary conditions were set. The tab edges on the free end of the boom were fixed in space
by the encastre constraint. The plate was tied to a reference point on a corner node and also
fixed in space by an encastre constrain. The roller was tied to a point the rollers edge which
was constrained to displace in the vertical direction. All contacts were considered normal and
frictionless. A history output of the reaction force and displacement of the roller point would
be recorded to measure the flattening stiffness just like in the physical test. Figures 86 and 87
show the assembly with boundary conditions and the meshed assembly. Again S4R5 elements
were used for small deformation instead of S4R finite deformation elements.

F IGURE 86. ASSEMBLY AND B OUNDARY C ONDITIONS OF THE HALF BOOM MODEL
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F IGURE 87. HALF B OOM MESH WITH S4R5 E LEMENTS

The visualized results of this analysis were similar to the physical test as the tabs
initially deformed upward like wings until contacting the roller which caused an increase in
reaction force, Figure 88. It should be noted that the contact solution was not ideal and the
boom was able to penetrate the base plate which may have led to inaccurate modeling, Figure
89.

F IGURE 88. FEA VS A CTUAL HALF BOOM W ING DEFORMATION
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F IGURE 89. V ISUALIZATION OF FEA H ALF B OOM FLATTENING ANALYSIS

Similar to the bending analysis, this model was run serval times while changing the
Poisson’s ratio. Again, the more compliant ±45o properties were varied between a low and high
Poisson’s ratio while the 0-90o properties were varied only between low values. The values
can be seen in Figures 90 and 91.

F IGURE 90. E FFECTS OF POISSON’ S RATIO ON BENDING ANALYSIS 45 O PROPERTIES
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F IGURE 91. E FFECTS OF POISSON’ S RATIO ON BENDING ANALYSIS 0 O PROPERTIES

Comparing these loads to an average value of the physical test data it is seen that the FEA
model over predicts the stiffness and requires a larger force to flatten. The same Poisson’s ratio
used to compare the bending coupons in section 4.2 are used in this comparison, Figure 92.

F IGURE 92. MEASURED VERSE FEA BENDING S TIFFNESS HALF BOOM F LATTENING
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In this modeling the correlation between physical test data and FEA predictions was
further off. The rate of loading and ultimate stiffness were both considerable higher in the FEA
results. A similar trend was seen between 0.35 and 0.4 inches when the rate of loading
increased due to the roller contacting the wings. Further modeling and material designation is
needed before this type of structure can be accurately predicted.

5.4 – Conclusion
It has been seen that the Poisson’s ratio is the greatest determinant in the correlation between
physical test data and the FEA models. As this value increases in the ±45o fiber orientation the
stiffness of the analyzed structure also increases. General deformation trends are visualized
similar to physical test, as seen in the curvature of the bending coupon and the wings of the
CubeSat boom, but the loading rate and ultimate load are not in agreement. Further material
designation within the ABAQUS software should be investigated to obtain better correlation.
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Chapter 6 – Conclusions
6.1 – HSC CubeSat Boom Development
Fabrication methods developed here extend work which has been done on thin HSC structures
to set a base line for developing CFRS hinges for deployable structures. CubeSat half boom
sections were fabricated up to 3 feet in length using inexpensive, out-of-autoclave, wet lay-up
techniques and through a two-step cure cycle the two halves were bonded to form a closed
cross section. A 1 foot long whole boom was then successfully fabricated in a single dual-cure
cycle by laying up the two halves around a silicone rubber plug to form the interior cavity of
the deployed state. The single-cure-cycle method was then extended to implement an outgas
approved, ultra-thin, pre-pregged fabric with greater compliancy. First intrigue of this new
material was fabricated at 4 foot lengths using a high density foam mold coated with a Teflon
sticker. Finally, a 12 foot long boom was successfully fabricated and cured in an autoclave.
The auto-clave was only pressurized to a minimum operating value but was not actually needed
for pressure; a non-pressurized oven could also be used as the vacuum bagged lay-up is already
under adequate pressure. This final scaling in length suggests that the limiting factor in length
is the available oven. To obtain a larger cross section the cross section height is also scalable
if appropriate molds were fabricated from either aluminum or high density foam. This
manufacturing development supports the lowered cost and further integration of deployable
booms into small satellites.

6.2 – Dual Matrix Feasibility
A two-step method to infuse limited architectures of silicone into a larger laminate was
developed to create detailed patterns of hinges within a larger dual-matrix laminate. The hand
infused wet lay-up of the hinge was first infused and allowed to cure prior to infusing the stiffer
primary matrix. The flow of silicone was controlled by surface layer boundaries which
inhibited infusion into non-hinge regions before the stiffer epoxy matrix was infused. The
bounding materials of complex architectures were placed using a 3d printed stencil to insure
proper geometry. To cure the silicone a pressure intensifier and vacuum were found to produce
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consistent surface finishes in flat hinged regions. Multi-ply folding and more complex
architectures of the dual-matrix were then demonstrated through basic origami folding
patterns. Finally the mathematically altered flasher model developed at BYU as a concept for
a deployable solar array was fabricated. The successful manufacturing and folding of this
complex structure using structurally sound materials shows how dual-matrix technology paired
with origami folding patterns can be used for future space deployables. Further methods could
be expanded to automate the infusion process and use out-gas approved materials. The resin
film used in creating a pre-preg fabic for the HSC CubeSat boom in chapter 2 could be used to
infuse the carbon fiber before infusing the silicone hinge regions to produce an even cleaner
boundary region.

6.3 – Experimental Test Methods
Experimental testing using a 3D camera system and DIC software was used to measure surface
strains of the highly deforming laminates. The modified platen test developed in chapter 4 was
based upon other work which sought to impose a near pure bending moment into short coupon
sections. This method exploits extreme deformation bending up to nearly 180o, more than a
standard 3 or 4 point bend test can allow. The single ply epoxy infused specimens responded
with a nearly constant curvature and as expected the 0-90o fiber orientation was stiffer than the
±45o orientation. An effective bending modulus and a bending stiffness were calculated with
good consistency. However, the strain calculated from beam theory based on the curvature did
not align with the DIC measured face strains and these assumptions could not be verified.
The 3ply silicone infused specimens tested next did not respond as constantly and the
±45o orientated fibers actually exhibited nearly the same stiffness as the 0-90o fibers. This was
partially attributed to the kinking effect seen in side view images of the 0-90o fibers where a
sharp fold along one of the weave lines caused a pre-mature buckling of the hinge. The ±45o
fibers were able to hold a more consistent curvature throughout the fold and ultimately very
similar effective bending modulus and bending stiffness’s were calculated. The second set of
tests performed with a silicone hinge also used 3 plies but carbon epoxy tabs were used in place
of the aluminum tabs. These specimens exhibited a considerably lower effective modulus due
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to the curving of tab. Next, two variations of a 4 ply specimen were tested, one in which the 4
plies were bonded together and in the second variation two sets of 2 ply hinges were allowed
to deform independently. The 4 ply specimen exhibited sharp kinks near the transition between
silicone and epoxy causing the global stiffness to decrease. The ‘2+2’ ply specimens exhibited
an increase in stiffness as no global kinking was observed and the interior hinge acted as a
brace for the eternal hinge. To better understand these unexpected results the microstructure
should be better examine. Further research into the mechanics between matrix and fiber should
be investigated to provide insight into the kinking of a hinged section. In general this bending
method as it I applied to the silicone samples does not perform with as great a consistency and
new methods should be investigated.
In-plane loading responses were tested through tensile tests of jointed specimens at 090o and ±45o fiber orientations. The 0-90o orientation proved not to be affected by the inclusion
of a joint as the joint verse no joint specimens carried the same ultimate load and calculated
in-plane modulus were the same. The ±45o orientation however showed a decrease in stiffness
and ultimate load carrying ability. Two widths of hinge were used and it was seen that with an
increase in hinge width the stiffness decreases while the ultimate load carrying ability increases
as the fibers were allowed to reorient themselves with the load. In wider specimens the number
of continuous fibers would increase and the ultimate load and loading rate would likely change.
Finally, the flattening stiffness of the HSC boom was determined by measuring the force
required to flatten one end of a half boom.

6.4 – FEA Correlation Accuracy
FEA modeling techniques were finally investigated to try and correlate the physical test data
into a predictive model. The effective bending modulus measured in chapter 4 were used to
model the orthotropic properties of a thin laminate. All structures were created using shell
elements and meshed with S4R5 elements which allow for small deformations. The bending
and boom flattening stiffness’s of the epoxy infused laminates were modeled and constrained
similar to the physical tests performed in chapter 4. The Poisson’s ratio was shown to be the
biggest factor in structural stiffness which for the 0-90o fiber orientations is well understood
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but for the ±45o fiber orientations is less understood and more of an estimate. For this reason
a range of values was used in the analysis and compared. As the Poisson’s ratio increased so
did the stiffness. As it increased above 0.5 the stiffness was affected more and more. The
general range of ultimate loading was similar but the rate of loading in the FEA model was
greater than the measured rate. The half boom flattening then followed a similar procedure and
a range of stiffness were plotted according to different Poisson’s ratio. However in this analysis
the FEA model predicted a much larger stiffness and much larger rate of loading. The overall
modeling of HSC in FEA is not well understood and further investigation is needed before
extending the methods to dual-matrix structures.
Overall a new fabrication method was produced and two new types of deployable
structures were investigated. The experimental testing showed consistent results between
specimens, however the strains assumed from beam theory did not agree with measured face
strains as other works have assumed. The computational modeling showed that properties
extracted for these thin and flexible laminates did not correlate well when modeling the
experimental tests. Future work is still needed to understand the bending mechanics of thin
laminates undergoing large deformations.
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Appendix A – Bending Specimen Sample MatLab Script
%% Bending Stiffness of thin composite lamina via 'Modified Platen Test'
% This script will calculate the moment reaction of a thin composite lamina
% subject to small curvature bending via a modified platen test. Assuming a
% constant curvature and measuring the initial platen separation and
% reaction force allows calculation of the bending moment and bending and
% normal force stresses.
close all
clear all
clc
%% Manual inputs:
theta1 = xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','E9:E9')*pi/180
% initial prebuckle angle
[radian]
separation = xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','G9:G9')
% Initial Platen Separation
[inch]
%% Read in Specimen Constants:
t = xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','D6:D6');
l = xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','F6:F6');
b = xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','G6:G6');
L = (l-b)/2;
W = xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','H6:H6')*.002205;
gram to [pounds]
width = xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','E6:E6');
prebuckle = l-separation

%
%
%
%

Specimen thickness
Total Specimen Length
Hinge Length
Tab Length
% Specimen Weight convert

% Specimen width [inch]
% PreBuckle Length [inch]

%% Read in test data:
F = -1*(xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','C6:C308'));
delY = -1*(xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','B6:B308'));
Time = xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','A6:A308');

% Reaction Force
% Vertical Displacement
% Instron Time

e1 = (xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','L6:L308'));
% Specimen face strain
delW
=
(xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','K6:K308'))*0.03937;
%
Out-of-plain
displacement convert mm to [inch]
k_dic = xlsread('E_AL_1P_0_1','N6:N308')*2;
of Curvature, Multiply by 2 to obtain Radius
%% Calculation of theta and
Count = length(F);
THETA = zeros(Count,1);
k = zeros(Count,1);
h = zeros(Count,1);
d = zeros(Count,1);
M = zeros(Count,1);
StressF = zeros(Count,1);
StressM = zeros(Count,1);

% Dic Outputs a Diameter

reaction moment:
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Tab angle [degree]
Curvature [1/inch]
Half plate separation [inch]
Moment arm length [inch]
Moment [in-lb]
Normal force stress [psi]
Moment force stress [psi]
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for i = 1:Count
syms theta
delTHETA(i) = solve((separation - delY(i))/2 ==
0.5*b/(theta1+theta)*sin(theta1+theta));
THETA(i) = delTHETA(i)+theta1;

L*cos(theta1+theta) +

k(i) = 2*THETA(i)/b;
Constant Curvature [1/inch]
h(i) = L*cos(THETA(i)) + b/(2*THETA(i))*sin(THETA(i));
Compressed height [inch]
d(i) = L*sin(THETA(i)) + b/(2*THETA(i))*(1-cos(THETA(i)));
Arm length of constant curve [inch]
dmin(i) = L*sin(THETA(i));
Arm length of tab [inch]

% Assumed
%
% Moment
% Moment

StressF(i) = (F(i)-W/2)/(width*t);
normal force [psi]

% Stress -

M_assume(i) = (F(i)-W/2)*d(i)/width;
constant curvature arm length [in-lb]
StressM_assume(i) = 6*(F(i)-W/2)*d(i)/(width*t^2);
constant curve moment arm [psi]

% Moment -

M_measure(i) = (F(i)-W/2)*(delW(i)+d(1))/width;
DIC measured arm length [in-lb]
StressM_measure(i) = 6*(F(i)-W/2)*(delW(i)+d(1))/(width*t^2);
DIC measurured moment arm [psi]
M_min(i) = (F(i)-W/2)*dmin(i)/width;
minimum at tab [in-lb]
StressM_min(i) = 6*(F(i)-W/2)*dmin(i)/(width*t^2);
minimum at tab [psi]
end
Moment = [M_assume' M_measure' M_min'];
Stress = [StressM_assume' StressM_measure' StressM_min'];
K = [k k_dic];

% Stress -

% Moment % Stress -

% Moment % Stress -

%% Calculation of Bending Modulus and D11 stiffness:
d_initial = d(1);
% Initial prebuckle displacement
[inch]
Z = delW + d_initial;
% Horizontal displacement by DIC off
set with prebuckle [inch]
THETA_degree = THETA*180/pi();
% Angle of moment arm [degree]
k_rad = 1./k;
k_dic_rad = 1./k_dic;
e1_cc = (k.*t/2);
curvature [unity]
e_curve = (k_dic.*t/2);
[unity]

% Radius of curvature assumed [1/inch]
% Radius of curvature DIC [1/inch]
% Theoretical strain - constant
% Theoretical strain - DIC curvature
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e1_adjusted = e1+e_curve(1);
prebuckle strain [unity]
e = [e1_adjusted e1_cc e_curve];

% DIC strain - offset to account for
% Set up strain vector [unity]

i=1;
for j = 1:3
for i = 1:3
Fit1(j,:) = polyfit(e(:,j),Stress(:,i),1);
% poly fit for 'bestfit'
fit1X(j,:) = [min(e(:,j)) max(e(:,j))];
% Strain limits for 'bestfit'
fit1Y(j,:) = polyval(Fit1(j,:), [min(e(:,j)),max(e(:,j))]);
% bestfit evaluated at bounds
BendModulus(j,i) = diff(fit1Y(j,:))/diff(fit1X(j,:));
end
end
% Bending Modulus [Assumed - Measured - Minimum / DIC measured - ConstCurve
- DicCurve]
BendModulus
for j = 1:2
for i = 1:3
Fit2(j,:) = polyfit(K(:,j),Moment(:,i),1);
% poly fit for 'bestfit'
fit2X(j,:) = [min(K(:,j)) max(K(:,j))];
% Strain limits for 'bestfit'
fit2Y(j,:) = polyval(Fit2(j,:), [min(K(:,j)),max(K(:,j))]);
% bestfit evaluated at bounds
D11(j,i) = diff(fit2Y(j,:))/diff(fit2X(j,:));
end
end
% D11 Stiffness [Assumed - Measured - Minimum / ConstCurve - DicCurve]
D11
%% Plotting Figures:
% - Strain Comparison:
figure
hold on
plot(e(:,1),'b')
plot(e(:,2),'m')
plot(e(:,3),'g')
title('Strain Levels')
xlabel('Time Step')
ylabel('Strain')
legend('Measured-offSet','Const-Curve','DIC-curve')
% - Radius of Curvature Comparison:
figure
hold on
plot(k_dic_rad,'b')
plot(k_rad,'g')
title('Radius of Curvature')
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xlabel('Time Step')
ylabel('Radius')
legend('Dic Curve','Const-Curve')
% - Moment Arm Length Comparison:
figure
hold on
plot(Time,d,'b')
plot(Time,Z,'g')
plot(Time,dmin,'m')
title('Calculated "d" vs Measured "Z"')
xlabel('time')
ylabel('Horizaontal Displacement [inch]')
legend('Calculated "d"','Measured Out-of-Plane "Z"','Minimum Arm length')
% - Reaction Moment Comparison:
figure
hold on
plot(Time,M_assume,'b')
plot(Time,M_measure,'g')
plot(Time,M_min,'m')
title('Calculated Moment vs Measured Moment')
xlabel('Time')
ylabel('Moment [lbs]')
legend('M assumed)','M measure','M minimum')
% - Bending Modulus:
figure
hold on
plot(e(:,1),Stress(:,1),'b')
plot(e(:,2),Stress(:,1),'m')
plot(e(:,3),Stress(:,1),'g')
title('Assumed Arm Length - Stress vs. Strain')
xlabel('Strain [in/in]')
ylabel('Stress [PSI]')
legend('Assumed DIC arm length','ConstCurve','Measured DIC Curve')
% - Curve Fit Bending Modulus:
figure
hold on
plot(fit1X(1,:),fit1Y(1,:),'b')
plot(fit1X(2,:),fit1Y(2,:),'m')
plot(fit1X(3,:),fit1Y(3,:),'g')
title('Assumed Arm Length - Stress vs. Strain')
xlabel('Strain [in/in]')
ylabel('Stress [PSI]')
legend('Assumed DIC arm length','ConstCurve','Measured DIC Curve')
% - D11 Stiffness:
figure
hold on
plot(K(:,1),Moment(:,1),'b')
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plot(K(:,2),Moment(:,1),'m')
title('D11 Stiffness - Moment vs. Curvature')
xlabel('Curvature [1/inch]')
ylabel('Moment [in-lb]')
legend('Assumed CC','DIC Curve strain')
% - Curve Fit D11 Stiffness:
figure
hold on
plot(fit2X(1,:),fit2Y(1,:),'b')
plot(fit2X(2,:),fit2Y(2,:),'m')
title('D11 Stiffness - Moment vs. Curvature')
xlabel('Curvature [1/inch]')
ylabel('Moment [in-lb]')
legend('Assumed CC','DIC Curve strain')
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